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AsSTRACT

This thesis presents th€ many benefits of using linear inteqpolation æ a mearu for the

enhancement of simulation speed and accuracy in discrete time step electromagnetic traruient

simulatio¡s. Paþg specific attention to control s¡ntems, many examples are given illustrating

how a line¿r inte¡polation algorithm can be used ro ensure rhar non-linearities, such æ

switching and other state changes, are dealt with effectively and efficiendy.

A brief history is given on the development the Dommel Ëquivalent' method for representing

electric networls, and the inherenr problems encountered with rhe rrapezoidal integration

method, such æ the chatær phenomenon. The concept of a fully interyolated control sptem

Iibrary is presented, along with some specfic examples on the inco¡poration of interpolation

into simple control functioru. The discr¡ssion proceeds into mo¡e advanced siruatiorx where

inte4polation algorithms can be used to circumvenr problems due to discrete time srep

simulation. A couple of advanced, frlly inte¡polated control models are e4plained, along wirh

basic introducdons to pu.lse width modulation techniques.

Finall¡ examples of large, power electronic s1stems are given and tests performed to show the

benefits of fully interpolating the control s¡ntems of these devices. The enl¡ancement of

simulation speed and maintenance of accuracy due to interpolation are clearly shown in the

test results ,
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTTON

Electromagnetic tr¿nsients progr¿ms solve electric s¡næm voltage and current tra¡sient

waveforms in the dme domain. fu with all computer progr lìs, the solution is solved at

discrete time steps, which worls well provided that all waveforms are continuous. In modern

electrical sptems however, this is not usually the case as power electronic devices, which can

operate in two or more different states (normally on or offl, have become quite popular.

\{¡hen these qpes of devices are placed in operation, they effectively creare disconrinuous

voltage and clüTent waveforrns, which cannot be accurately rep¡esented ¡pith a discrete time

step. One method of circumventing this problem is to fint detect that a non-linearicy has

occurred, and then linearly interpolate the solution back to that exact point in time. This q,pe

of algorithm hæ been proven effecdve and is used in programs such æ PSCAD,/EMTDC

The benefis of linear inte¡polation, as a meens to enhance the speed and accuracy of tÏe

solution, erle filJy real:zed only if all æpects of the simulaæd sptem e4ploit the concept. k is

onlyprudent then that programs utilizing an interyolation algorithm provide a mears, nor or y

to interpolate state changes in non-linea¡ devices in the electric networ( but to ensure that the

signals controlling drese devices provide the i¡formation required for the interpolation. As

control s¡rtems car.vaÍy a great deal depending on their purpose, a fast and efficient means ro

desþn and build these s¡.stems, w*rìle taking advantage of inte¡polation techniques is required.



This repon presents the original concept of a fully modular library of bæic control functions

to allow for the construction of arbitrary, fully interyolated control s¡ætems. Due to the

elementai nature of these functiors, vim:ally any gpe of control s)stem can be buüt f¡om

scratch, while ersuring inte¡polation i¡formation is propagated from input to output.

1- 1: Dommel's Method

In the late 1960s, digital computers began to emerge as a viable altemative to the combination

of analog computers and phpical hardware in performing experiments on electrical sptems.

In addition to being a powerful and venatile tool, the digital computer progr¿m provided a

more convenient and efficient medium for analysis. Circuit desþners could perform

experiments numerically - foregoing the phpical and electrical limiøtions imposed by

hardware, and removing the risls of cosdy hardware damage during testing. At this eârly stâge

however, some obstacles still remained in attempting to represent various electrical circuit

configurations. Depending on the devices and con¡ecrions involved, one solution algorthr¡u

best suited for some sudies, maynot be practical for othen.

It was during this era, when a ground breaking, new generalized algorithm for solving

electromagnetic trarsient phenomena in electric networls was deveþed. Originallypresented

in [1], this programming phìlosophy uses the method of characteristics (also known as

Bergeron's method) to solve distributed parameten in trarsmission lines, and the trapezoidal

nrle of integration to approximate the char¿cteristics of lumped elements, such as inductors,

capacitors and resistors. The power of this method is that it effectively convens an electrical

s¡ætem containing pæsive elements and tra¡smission lines into a network of simple resistors

and current sources. Itfathematically speahing, the complex differential equations required to

2



solve the network a¡e reduced to a set of linear equatiors, which can be eæily solved. For

example, consider an electrical branch containing a single lumped inductance between nodes å

andm

þdt) L m

+ ,, -

Et)

þ,(t)Rn
'--*r-A A r -

ILâ]
Iít-at)

Figure 1- 1: Trapezoidal Rule Equivalent Circuit for a Lumped Inductance

The differential equation describing a purely inductive bnnch is given b;':

,tü=1.# (1-1)

Solving for i(t):

io=l fuÐ *

As in all digital programs, the solution is given at a series of discrere rime step intewals

þp'nbolized in this cæe as /r). Equation l-2 may be re¡pritten corsidering both a fixed time

stç and the eapezoidal nrle of integration.

(t)=(t-Lt)+! 4t)+'tt-tt).o, (1-Ð

Combining lilc terms:

(1-2)



tJ{lhere,

And can be rewritten æ:

lì{lhere,

(t) = Io(t- tt)*fi.',f rl

I r( t - Lt) = ;( t - tt¡ + !-. 4 t - Lt)

Ilt - Át) in Equatior:s 1,-4 a¡Å I-5 represenrs the 'history part' of the inductor ¿nd is known

from the previoru time step. The value of the resist¿nce element R in Figure 1-1 can be

extr¿cted from Equation 1-4,

).t
Lt

Similarl¡ an elecricai br¿nch containing a single lumped capacitance between nodes þ e¡d m's

represented b¡r

,(il=t.!'t,t *

(1-4)

(1-Ð

(1-7)

(1-8)

(1-6)

i(t)=Ih(t-^t)*f .,trl

rh(t-^t)=-i(t-tl-ff.4t-^t) (1-s)



Once again, the value of the resistance element R ca¡ be extracted from Equation 1-8,

- A,t

2,C

Of course, a resistive branch requires no conversion.

(1-10)

Once the electric s¡ntem hæ been reduced to its 'Dommel equivalent' fornL the voltages at

each node are obtained every time step via a s¡ææm of nodal equatioru. These equations may

be w¡iaen in matrix fonn, where the number of equivalenr nodes in rhe sprem determines the

dimension of the matrices. The sptem of equations would tlerefore coruist of a conduct¿nce

matrix G, along with a vecto¡ of node currents L lvûthematicall¡

tcl.tvl= ttl (1-1Ð

The node volage vector V is then calculated through a preferred mathemetical method, such

as a conductânce matrix inversion or decomposition. The elements in ¡he conductance matrix

G are time sæp dependent (æ suggested in Equatiors 1-6 and 1-i0), and so by æsuming a

fixed time step, G need only be calculated once at the beginning of the simulation, unless a

device equivalent conductance is altered.

7- 2t The Clutte r Problem

Dommel's method provided the bæis fo¡ a host of electromagnetic transient programs stili

available toda¡ including EMT?, EMTDC and ATP. Each of these programs follows the

general principles outlined in [1], such as using nodal analpis and a fixed dme step. The



trapezoidal nrle of integration for lumped parameters eventually became the dominant method

in the simulation of power s¡stems trarsients [2]. The ffapezoidal n¡ie was the orþinal choice

for this g.pe of aþorithrr¡ mainly because of its inherent simplicþ and numerical sbbility [1].

There is ho¡vever a drawback to the rapezoidal nfe: It hæ been shown to produce sustained,

but borurded numerical oscillations when forced to act as a differentiator - that is when a non-

linearicy is encountered in the solution [2,3,4]. Non-linearities in realistic electric nerworls can

occur for a number of reæons, the most corrunon being a voltage source perturbâtion in ân

inductive circuit, a cuffent perturbation in a capacitive circuit, or a switched inductive load [4].

This phenomenon is sometimes referred to æ 'chatte/ due to its oscillatorynature [6].

Chatter is a purely numerical phenomenon, v,rhich is entirely inherent to the trapezoidal rule of

integration. For example, corsider the circuit in Figure 1-2 consisting of an AC source feeding

an inductance to ground, with a switch added in series.

t:tO

r**--r4Ðo ì¿_Ll
-

Ilt-at)

Figure 1-2: Series Inductive Cìrcuit along and Corresponding 'Dommel Equivalent' Cìrcuit

Assuming that the switch is represented bya simple twostate resistance (which is ¿ coûrmon

technique in Elvfl? t¡pe programs), then ç4ren the switch is opened the equivalent



conductance of the switch Gr, will change. This ¡vill cause indtrctor voløge t¿(y' to oscillate (or

chauer) as shown in Figure 1-3 and described mathematically thereafter.

L 2- L Aøter Exanple

The chatter phenomenon can be illustrated mathematically æ follows in this simple example:

Assume that the switch is opened at a time Ío : t - At : 0.471s, and it is given that the switch

OFF (open) resistance is .Ro. = 1 M A, 4 t ) = 10 . sitdZ . n' 60' t), and L : 0.0 1 H then:

Figure 1-3: Chaner Phenomenon during Circuit Intemrption in a Series Inductive Circuit

"- 
=#='"' n,Lt

" 2.L = 0.05 S (1-12)

The remaining terms can then be found æ given below:

i"(t) =(t).G^ (1-13)



,¡Ð=g (1-16)

The equivalent circuit to that shown in Figu¡e l-2 was corstructed and run using

PSCAD/EMTDC From the output of EMIDC, the following valæs were extracted out of

convenience:

I,(t - Lt) = dt - Lt)+ G, .,.tr(t - Lt) (1-14)

dt)=i,(t)-IL(t-Lt) (1-15)

i{t - Lt) = 0.0878 þ,A

v,(t-Lt)=4.699 þV

From the above values, the inductor voltage at times t -tartdt: t + Atc n be determined

using Equations l-14 thru 1-16.

Attimet:t,

I r( t - dt) = 0.0878 + 0.05 . 4.699 = 0.3228 þA

i( t ) = 10. sil2. n. 60. 0.472). 1' 10' - 0.3228 = -0.3228 þA

I, (t) = dt) = -0.3228 þ,A

I

Attime¿:t+Át,



d t + tt ) = 10. sird2' n. 60. o}n)' 1. rc-6 + 0.3228 = 6. 845' 10-6 þ,A

otr(t+ at) r#.*, = 6.456 kV

From the values of 
"L0 ^nd 

Eft + Ar) above, we can conclude that the value of I shown in

Figure i-3 is:

lAl= 6.456 þv

1- 3: Methods for the Removal of Chatær

It eventually became obviors that the chater problem was a serious drawback to circuit

designers v*ren attempting to model complex power elecronics, specifically FI\4DC s;stems

[3]. ProposeC methods to deal with this problem began to emerge in the early 1980's; where

the fint suggestions involved the actual damping of the chatter itself, by irserting fictitiors

elements (such æ snubber resistors and/or parasitic capacitances) where appropriate.

Ahhough effective, tlis solwion added unrealisdc damping to the s¡aterq in addition to

requiring extra modeling devices that were not present in the original systern

It ¡pas not until 1983, ç{ren it was fist proposed that the solution method could be

manipuiated to remove numerical oscillations caused by the tnpezntdd, nle, vÉren used as a

differentiator. This idea was referred to as 'Trapezoidal Rule with Damping' and is discussed

in [2]. Another ground breaking procedure was unveiled in 1986, which desc¡ibes a logical

sh.ifting of the fixed time step 'mesh', so that non-linearities a¡e dealt with at the exact time at

vzhich they occur - not ât the fixed nex time sæp. This was accomplished through a linear

inte¡polation to move the solution point back to the exâct time of the discontinuity t0. Once



re-solved, the program performs a¡ additional calculation to move tÏe solution to a time t : ¿o

+ %At. Thß additional procedure was used to remove any chatter that may occur following

the discontinuity (see Figure i-3). The program tl¡en continues on at the same fixed time step

as before, but with a shjfted time step mesh. This method was originally developed for the

NETOMAC progr¿nL which uses a fixed time step trapezoidal integration, and is

demonstråted in [3].

In 1989, another crafry approach was presented bæed loosely on [2], specifically for the

suppression of numerical oscillatio¡rs in the EMIP, called the Gitical Damping Adjustment

(or CDA) [4,5]. This method proposed a temporary change from tnpezoidal to the backward

Euler (rectangular) method of integration immediately following a detected non-linearity. It

was found that switching to the rectangular method, and then performing two half time step

(/zÁt) cùø:,laitors before revening back to trapezoidal, worlrcd very well in removing any

chatter,

The fint complete linear interyolation procedwe was announced n 1995. Bæed on the

techniques fint presented in t3l, this scheme took these methods one step firthen Not only

was the solution inærpolated to the exâct switching irutant (and chatter removed wfuh an

addidonal to + y2Át interyolation), but a third interpolation procedure was also performed to

shift the time 'mesh' back to the original. This particular inte¡polation procedure was

implemented in the EMIDC prograrq and is discussed in [6,7].



1- 4: Using Linear Interpolation to Enhance Solution Accuracy

It may be apperent from previous discussions that linear interpolation in fixed time step

electromagnetic traruient progrems is not only useful for removing chaaer, but also for

enhancing accuracy in simulations ¡vith intensive switching. As a matter of fact, intelpolation

has been shown in 16l and Í7) to have profound effects, not only on solution accuracy, but

simulation speed æ well. The exra computation time required by the interpolation routine is

greatly overshadowed by the fact that time step size can be increæed by many times, without

compromising solution accuracy. In other words, the selection of time step for switching

intensive electric sptems (although still imponant) becomes less of an issue.

Of course, a linear interpolation procedure would only be performed during a simulation at

time steps when one or more equivalent conductances are altered, Changes in bnnch

conducÉnce are normally instantaneous, and so they would appear to the solution algorithm as

a discontinuity. Most often, the discontinuitywill occur between time steps.

Discontinuities can occur in electric s;ræm simulations for a variety of different reasors. Two

of the most coÍrnon are those resulting from non-linear elements (i.e. variable impedances)

and switching devices [1,14]. Non-linear elements, which can include resistors, inducton and

capaciton, are normally represented directly as variable impedances, or imitated by using a

compensating current source injection method. The lacer method does not usually involve

inteqpoiation, æ it does not require any chenges to the sptem conducønce marix G.



1- 4- 1: Varblleln@øtæ

Modeling devices as variable impedances however, obviously affects dre conductance matrix.

This mea¡s that whenever the effecdve impedance of the device changes (even sþhd¡), the

conducrance rnerrix must be modified and re-solved, For this reason, rhe non-linear

propenies of pæsive elements are normally approximated bya piece-¡vise linear curve' and tle

device is operated in two or more linear increments [1,5]. C-orsider a non-linear resistânce

where,

t (t)= i(t).R(i) (t-17)

The vohage across the resistor depends on the cufrent flowing through it. The exact non-

Iinear characteristics of the resistor can thus be represented by a øi curve, æ shown in Figure

t-4.

R(ù
It Ît

- Y-l\i\^-*dr)'

Figure 1-4: Non-Linear Resistor and C-orresponding v-i Characteristic

The non-linear information given in Figure 1-4, can be used to direcdy substitute an equivalent

resistance, bæed on the linear increment of operation. The current operating increment can

be determined by continually monitoring the .instantane ot-ts voløge dt) .

12



Inte¡polation comes into play vzhen the device chânges linear increments (say A, to R, in

Figure 1-4) be¡ween time steps. The device model itself would detect a change in operating

region, and then erìsure that the s;rtem solution is calculated at the exact instant of crossover,

i¡rstead of at the next time step.

1- 4- 2: Suitùø

Switching devices, such as ú)¿ristors, diodes, GTG, etc. are probably the most common tl1)e

of non-linear element found in electromagnetic transient simulations. Fomrnately, they are

also much simpler to represent then their variable impedance cor¡ffe{pa¡ß, æ drey can possess

only one of mo equivalent conducta¡ce values : On or off.

Some of these devices possess natural propefties, such as natural tum-off in thyriston and

diodes at zero cr.rrent and ¡evene voltage polarity. lntelpolation information describing the

time at w4rich these 'nan¡¡¿l' non-linearities occur are normally provided by the device.

llov¡ever in some cases, such æ a firing signal in th¡riston and GTOs, the exact irstant when

the device is to change state must be provided to the inte¡polation algorithm from an extemal

source. This resporsibi.lity normally falls to the firing control circuitry, which could involve

any number of devices and functiors. At some point in the control s¡æterr¡ the inte¡polation

time must be generated, and then propagated through the various devices before reaching the

switch.

1- 5: Cænerating an Interpolated Time

An interpolated time is normally generated when a crossing of rwo or more control sþnals

occu¡s. One of the sþnals will acr as a reference (can be a corstanr), while the other sþnal is

73



monitored to detect srhen its value becomes larger or smaller than the reference, Due to the

fixed time step nâflre of the EMTP-type algorithrr¡ any crossing of signals will most likely

occur berween time steps. Although there are a few different q'pes of interpolation algorithm

(i.e. linear, quadratic, etc), this repoft focuses solely on that of linear interpolation, as it is the

most popular q.pe in the a¡ea of electrofiìegnetic transient simulation [3 ,6,7 ,8f. the addition of

linear interpolation capabilities in EMI?-c¡'pe progrems hæ been shown to enhânce solution

accuracy dramatically, with minimal complexityin computarion [6,4.

A common scenario, where a data sþna1 function/y' intersects a reference value (zero in this

case) berween time steps, is shown in Figwe 1-5.

flÐ

Íx-Ar)

x-Ax x.6x x

Figure 1-5: Determination of a Linearly Inteqpolated Point

Assuming a linear curve segmeff between time steps t:x - Ax aurtdt:x,the exact time at

which the firrcuon flt) crosses z€ro would be 
^t 

t : x - &. Referring to Figure 1-5, the

0

fÐ
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interpolated time áx can then be calculated using a simple linear ratio æ follows in Equation 1-

18:

õx = f(x)

^x lf( x )l+lf( x - tx )l
(1-1Ð

Of coune, the reference signal may be a value other than zero, or possibly even a dynamic

fnnction itself. In the lattercæe, a difference fwction such æ f'(r) = fr(x)- fr(x) col/td

be used for comparison vsith a constant, zero reference.

Usuall¡ the genefirtion of an inteqpolated time would tale place while a particular control

function is eithen Geating a dþital sþnal based on the shape of an analog sþnal, or when the

comparison of analog signals is used to produce a digital sþal. As a practical example,

co¡sider a Phæe-Locked Loop (PLL) function outpur, which is derived from a meæured

three-phase bus voluge and then pæsed through a comparator ro produce firing pulses for a

th¡ristor gate input.

(prl'4ù,aÐ

To thyisnr gzæ irput

Figure 1-6: Conrrol Diagram of Thyristor Firing Pulse Cjrcui¡

The measured voltage signals v¡ill be continuously monitored by the PLL and used to

intemally calculare a 0 to 3ó0o, sawtooth r¿mp ourpur PLL(I). \hen PLL(I) hæ suçæsed

q(t)
,lt)
"dt)
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360o,itß reset to 0 and the cple begirs again. During a reset interval ar a given time sæp I =

x - Ax,the l:mp reset value atúrrÊ t = x is given by

PLL( x ) = PLL( x - 
^x 

) - 360' (1-1e)

PLL(I) wL nonnally be reset to zero coinciding with the end of each A-phæe voltage c¡cle, as

shown in Figure 1-7:

eA(t) 0

3600

PLL(t)

0

Figure 1-7: Output Waveforms of Thyistor Firing Pulse Cìrcuit

The PLL output sþal PIZ (t)'s then pæsed direcdy to the comparator, which compares this

signal to tlat of a reference stgnal, o{t): In t}ris cæe, the reference sþnal represents the firing

angle order, at which the th¡,ristor is to begin its conducting state. \Wihen the value of PLL(I)

crosses a(t), the comparator is programmed ro ouq)ur a dþital pulse spanning a single time

^x

1.6



step. If the crossing of the comparator input signals occrus between time steps (as it normally

does), an inte¡polated dnæ árc is generated and passed direcdy to the comparator output

pls(t) (andhenee the th;ristor gate input).

x-A.x \ - zru

)

Figure 1-8: Example of Deriving an Inte¡polaæd Time

The inteqpolated time óx is then used within the thyristor model to set anyparameten required

by the interpolation algorithn¡ usually processed within the program electric network solution.

A s.imilar example is also described in [8],

1- 6: Propagating Interpolated Information along Multiple Contrcl Paths

The propagation of a generated inteqpolated time ór through a control s;.stem will normally

occur within a single time step. Depending on the individual conúol funcrions present, &

1
puk4t)

0
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may be pæsed through the slntem unaltered, or it may be modified or even þnored. Indeed,

tlere may be sevenl distinct interpolated times propagating along various control signal paths

each time step - and tlese quantities could possibly interact with one another [8].

Propagating inteqpolated qruntities along any given signal path requires a special standard of

representâtion. The normally scalar conrrol signals cannot rerain borh the interpolated

information and the signal information itself. Therefore, to keep track of these times (and to

enswe that they are æsociated r'¿ith the proper signals), the inte¡polated times are combined

with the scalar signal so æ to produce a twodimersional data vector æ a function of time.

The sta¡dard notation in this repoft for rhis fuction is as follows:

(1-20)

All individual control funcrions discussed hencefonh will accept and output data in the form

shown in Equation 1-20. This is an imponanr step in developing a fully interpolaæd libnry of

control sptem frinctiors, as all components must be able to interconnect with each othe¡ as

well as propagate and manipulate the inte¡polared daø at all points within the conrrol s¡stern

- lrlf(t) ,ù-", t=l;r)
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Chapter 2

TT]E INCLUSION OF INTERPOLATON IN BASIC CONTROL FUNCTIONS

2- 1: Introduction

ln most EMTP-qpe progrâms, the algorithm supporring inte¡polation (if it exisa) is usually

incoryorated within the main program icself [6,7,8]. lvlaking use of dre feature cân be æ simple

æ providing the required information at the coffec ißtenr. For example, a gate conrol signal

to an electrical device, such es a th).ristor or IGBI could include interpolated information so

âs to ensure thât âny change of state is represented at rhe exacr insrânr of switching. Although

providing this information m y appear straighdorward, the actual determination of the

interpolated time can prove much more difficult. This becomes epparent in mo¡e elaborate

control s;stems for Flexible AC Tn¡umission S1srems (FACfS) devices, such as Srâric

C-ompensators (STATAOI,D or Voløge Source Conveneß CVSC), where many switching

devices can exist. In s¡ætems such as these, meæured quantities mny pass through a wide

æsonment of individual control functiors before an inteqpolated gate control sþnal is created.

Each individual ftrnction can affect both úre interpolation information and the control signal

itself.

Designing and constructing a control s)-stem that incorporates full inteqpolation compatibility

into each function, can be time consurning and complicated. Although most control s¡atems

æ a whole are desþned for a specific purpose, they do share the same elemental control

fr¡nctiors (such æ logic gates, inægrators, etc), inrercorinected .in varying wa¡æ. ft makes serse
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then, that a fully interpolaæd electromagnetic transients program should have available a

libnry of bæic control functions to allov¡ for the arbitrary deveþment of user-defined, fully

inteqp olated control sptems [8].

2- 2: Beneûts of Interpolated Controls

The benefits of control sþnal inte¡polation (in addition ro that of rhe electric network

soludon) is discussed and demonstrate d n 16,7J. In fact, it is shown tlrat ân electromegnetic

tra¡uients progrem can be ercremely accurate when fully interyolated. \X/ith inte¡polation

present in all aspects of the solution, problems such as non-characteristic harmonics and

switching inaccuracies, caused by discretization eÍro\ aÍe vimrally eliminated. In addition,

linear inteçolation cen allow for an increæe in simulation time step, enhancing simulation

speed whüe maintaining reasonable solution accuracy.

2- 3: Congol Function Classification

Standard control functions available in electromagnetic tr¿nsients programs can be clæsified

into two main t¡pes: logical þoth combinational and sequential) and analog (continuous).

Logical control functions, v,'hich include logic gates, flip-flops, dþiøl sþnal generators, etc., are

commonlyr.rsed for the di¡ect control of power elecronic device models, æ well as the control

and manipulation of other control functiors. logical controls assume their respective input

signa.ls to exist as one of a number of integer states (i.e. usually 1 or 0 for example). The

output will usualiy be based on some sort of logical event, besed on the state of each input.

Analog control functiors, such as integraton, proportional-integral controllen, etc., will usually



eccept an analog or digiøI input signai, perform a numerical approximation function to it, and

then output an analog signal,

Due to these fundamental differences, the manner in q,hich interpolation information is

provided or manipulated by each function type is fundamentally different. To determine how

to proceed with design, we can begin with úe following important rwo distinctions:

1. The value of a logical signal in the present time r, does not require any information

from the previous time step t - Át,'Ír order ro est¿blish the value of irs present state.

In other words, a logical signal value is presented each time srep wirh no regard to its

value in the previous rime step.

2. Logicai signals are alwa;n constânt beter'een søte changes (discontinuities).

It is therefore poindess to ettempt to enhance the accuracy of a logical funccion outpur by

nsing interpolation, but ro instead concentrate on interpolating úte titrc of. the state change -

sate changes in logical signals will almost alwap occur between time steps.

Analog control functions on the other hand, æsume a conrinuous input signal on ¡vhich to

apply a continuous function. Normally if the inpur signal is analog, it can be æsumed that its

value is as accrrâte es it can be, and that interyolation need not be performed. However, if the

input signal is known to be a purely digital sþnal, then the analog control function output will

be affected bythe intelpolated times æsociated with dre discontinuities.

The following sectiors describe a number of logical, analog and hþrid functioru, and how

their respective outputs are affecred by inte¡polated, logical signals .
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2- 4: Combinational Logic Controls: Æ{D Gat€

Although the bæic phlosophy is the same, the approach to adding interpolation into logical

control funcdons is fundamentally different for each function r¡'pe. Therefore, there arc reúLy

no general nrles or procedwes to follow - ir all depends on w*rat a panicular function is

supposed to accomplish. In order to describe the process of interyolating logical controls, it

¡vould be best to start with an illustrative, yet simple example. Therefore, we will begin wirh

the following case of a bæic two-input AND logic gate.

AB

iI)" 0 010

Figure 2- 1: AND Gate Schematic Diagram and Truth Table

logic gates provide a digital output signal, whose state depends on the sbtes of rwo or more

inputs. In the AND gate shown in Figure 2-1, the output Cwill become high only when both

inputs ,4 and B ate hrCh. If either input should change ro a low state, the ourput should

immediately change to low æ well [9]. \Xrhen dealing with fixed time step signals however, it is

impossible for âny event to occrir irstantaneously, unless it falls exacdy on the fixed time grid.

If either input sþnels A and B contain interyolated information however, it is possible to pæs

the exact time of the state change through to the gate output, simply by following the logic

n:les,

Consider both inputs I a¡dBto be in a hþh state arrimer::c - Áx. Attjme x . 6x, npurA

changes to a low state, whjle B remai¡s hþh. According ro rhe rrurh table of Figure 2-1, we



know that the output Cshould change to e los¡ state at the instant when one of tlre inputs goes

low (in this cese r - óx). Therefore, the interpolated time carried with input A (Le. 6xn)

should be pæsed to the output Cso that óx" = &,r. This event is ilh¡str¿ted below:

1

0

1

0

I
0

Flgue 2-2: Selection of Intelpolated Time in an AND Gate (Single Input Tnnsition)

A slþhdy more complicated scenario would occtr if both inpus I and ,B v¡ere to trarsirion

Lrom a hiþ ø a lou staæ within the same time step. In this cæe, the interpoladon time

tra¡sferred to the output C would simply be that from the input v{rich fint changed to a low

sate (i.e. 6x¿: nux{6xn, är'l). This event is ilh¡strated in Figure 2-3.

Of couse there are other possible events involved in the pæsing of an inte¡polated time

tfuough an AND gate. For irstance, f the inputs I and B were to both tra¡sition f.rom louø

bi{t wrrfin the same time step, dre output inte¡polared time would be bæed on the input that

tra¡uitioned to a high state læt (i.e. 6x" = nin{ 6x^, 6xu).

A(t)

B(t)

q,



x - õx3

1

0

I
0

1

0

x-Ax 1 -
x-6x¿

Figure 2-3: Selection of Interpolated Time in an AND Gate pouble Input Trarsirion)

2- 4: Combinational Logic Conûols: OR Gate

Inte¡polation may be introduced into other logic gates in a similar manner. In an OR gate for

example, the output inte¡polated time ¡vill be based on slightly different logic than that of the

AND gate.

AB
,4 -\ 

-\
B-) )) c

0 010

Ftgcr.e 2-4: OR Gate Schemaric Diagram and Truth Table

llere, the output sþnal will only be affected if the input sþnals trarsirion to A : B = 0 from

any of the other possible srares. Once A = B = Q a transition to hþh by either (or both)

A('

B(t)

q,
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inpus will force tÏe oulpur Cto 1 [9]. For instance, if both inpucs I and B were to tn¡sition

from high to 1ow vsithin the same time step, rhe ourput inrerpolated time would be bæed on

the time at which both inputs were considered lov¡. That is, the input thar tr¿nsitioned to a

1ov¡ state last (.e. õx.: nin{ 6xn, 6xt}). This event is .illgstrated in Figure 2-5.

x - 6x1

A(t)

B(Ð

qù

1

0

1

0

x-ax 1 ,
x - 6xs

Figure 2-5: Selection of Interpolated Time in an OR Gate pouble Input Tnnsicion)

2- 5: Sequential Logic Controls: JK Flip.Flop

Of coune, logical control functioru do not only include logic gares. There are a variety of

common flip-flop functiors that can be inrelpolated æ well. Flip-flops usually possess one or

two input signals, two output sþnals (one a compliment of the other) and a clock input signal

to control state changes [9]. If interpolated, there may be interactivicy to be considered

between the logical inputs and the clock input interpolated times, This information will be
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used in determining the corresponding intepolared outpur rime. As an exampie, consider the

JK füp-flop and truth table shown in Figure 2-6.

lt\
I
K

1-qÞAt) 1-Q(tÁt)

Figure 2-6: JK Flip-Flop Diagram and Truth Table

State changes in the JK flip-flop output Q are triggered through monitoring of the clock inpur

C. Usually, this input will be a logical clock waveforrq v/hich will tra¡sition bem¡een O a¡rd 1 at

some specified frequency. The flip-flop can be programmed to dgger on a rising (ow to

high) or fa[ing þþh to low) edge of the clock signal, or simply on a hþh or low state. Upon a

trigger event, the output Q r"d Q v¡ill latch and hold ar a stete determined by the conditions

of inputs J and K. The ouput will remain latched until the next trigger event.

If the inputs / and K have changed state during the same time step as the trigger event, then /
and K will contain inte{polated informarion. This must be considered carefully when

determining the output álo Saythe output is in a sate Q:0 urd Q : Z. tn the same time

step, the/ and Kinpus traruition fromJ :0 ond K: 1to J : l ond K = 0. Also a clock

triggering event is derecred þay rising edge). If the clock inærpolated dme áx. is less than

both äx7 and 6x*, then the ourpur will cha.nge state arid ó)ca : &6 as shown in Figure 2-2.

FIowever, if the clock trarsiriors before / and K s'ithin the same rime step, then the ouÞur e
will remain unchanged.

a
o

I---'ltl+
C

01
10
11

qtÀt) Qfr.¿,¡
01
10
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x'õx¡ =x ' 51o

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

x-¿x I .
x-õxç

Figure 2-7: Selecdon of Inte¡polated Time in aJK Flip Flop

2- 6: Other Logical C-ontrols: Monostable

Another q.pe of logical control is the monostable. Upon detecting a rising edge (i.e. from low

m hþh) on its single input signal, rhe monostable will hold ics output signal high for a preset

time 7 before falling back to lov¡. If another ¡ising edge is derecæd during time 4 rhe intemal

timer will reset to zero and sta¡r over [9]. This is an interesting problem as there are drree

facton that v¿ill affect the output inte¡polated time: The time step, the deþ time Tand the

input interyolated time. For example, say a positive edge is detected ar a time t : x - 6xa and

the delay time is Z

l(t)

I<(t)

gt)

qù
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The monostable output should then go high at x - 6x¡,and fall to a lov¡ state agun at )c - 6x;,

+ Z Howeve¡ tJre delay time T may not be evenly divisible by the dme srep, and so the

output interpolâted time áx"o will most likely not equoJ 6x* The output inteqpolated time can

be solved mathematically as shown in Equatio n 2-L The monosrable input and output sþa.ls

are illustr¿ted in Figure 2- 8 .

õx,o = ¡, _ euoo(, - ôH. r) u Q-1)

I
0

I
0

I x +nLx
x - õx ¡n + T

F.igwe 2-8: Glculation of Output Interpolated Time in a Monostable Multivibr¿tor

2- 7: Other Logical Controls: C-omparator

A comparator is clæsified here æ a logical control function simpþ because its ouEut is

normally a logical signal. lfowever, its input signal(s) can be either purely logical, purely analog

or a mixture of the two. fugarrdless of the input signal q.pe, the comparaton job is to

determine the exect insranr v.'hen the two input signa.ls cross each other. If the comparator hæ

i4t)

,.4t)
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two input sþnals A and B, then the resuldng output state can be determined by whether I >

B,orA <8.

If the input signa.ls are both analog functiors, then the compararor can acnrally generate an

output intefpolated time 8x", by linearly inte¡polating the sþnals direcdy. This process is

described in Chapter 1 (specifically Equation 1-18) and also illustnted below:

Figure 2-9: Determination of Interpolated Time in a Two-Input C-omparator @oth Signals

Analog)

However, I A, B or both are logical signals carrying interyolated information, then rhe output

state change can be affected. Say for example, that input I is a pureþ analog sþnal and .B is a

purely logical sþal. If a state change occurs in inpur signal fl which results in its value

'crossing' input r4. Then the exact time at which this occurs will be at t : x - &0, u shown in

Figure 2- i0. This dme should then be passed direcdy ro the outpur of the compalaror.

x-Áx 1 ,
x - 6xou,



I

x . 6xg

Figure 2-10: Determination of Interpolated Time in a Twolnput C.omparator (One Signal

Analog and One l,ogical)

A special cæe is where both inpua are purely logical signals (with interpolated information)

and both change state so tåat they cross in the same time step interval. In an event such as

this, the interpolated information pæsed to the owput musr be handled with care. For

example, say input I tr¿nsitions from 7 to 0 aardB from 0 to./ berween t - x - Ax andt =x.

Depending on the set ourpur logic, the interpolated time passed to the ourput could be either

6xn or 6xs. In this cæe, if the output logic stated dut C = 1 if A > B (0 elæruisQ, then

referring to Figure 2-17, the ourpur inre{polaæd time ¡vould be 6xn. Il howeve¡ the outpur

logic was C : 1 ifA >B (0 alæruis),then rhe ourput inrerpolated time would be ärcr.

1ô



x-6x¿

I
A(t)

0

x-ax 1 "x.6xs

Figure 2- 11: Determination of Inte¡polated Time in a Two-Input Comparator @oth Sþnals

logical)

2- 8: Analog C-ontrols: Integrator

Ás it is v/ith the varioris qpes of logical components, the exact merhod of inco¡porating

inteqpolation into analog controls depends on the function. However, most analog (or

continuous) functiors possess a common trait, whereby the accuracy of their output depends

on the simulation rime srep lt (the larger the dme step, the grearer the error). For the most

pafi, the input sþnals to enelog controls will be continuous functions themselves, and so

inte¡polaúon is not required. There are special cæes where the input is a purely logical signal,

and it is here where the affects of interpolæion may be exploited.

1

B(t)
0

1
qÐ

0

1
Cft),. 

0
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Numerical integration is one common g'pe of analog frurction found in ra¡sient simulation

control function libraries. An integrator function does exacdy what its name describes: It

integrates an input signal so that:

aryt(t)= loøø(t).at

Of coune r4renever integra.ls are performed on â computer, the integral must be numerically

approximated. Although there are mâny Ë)?es of numerical methods to accomplish this, this

discrission will be limited to the trapezoidal n¡le, æ described in [1]. The trapezoidal n¡le stares

that:

8-2)

I=,-* fl ')' ¿' - f(x ) + flrx - tx )' *

Orgnphicall¡

Q-3)

ft)

fl*'u)
ftx.ax) +flx)

rørp

:..t Ú-4 *!2 ¿.
2

Fìgure 2-12: Graphical Representation of tle Tnpezoidal Rule of Integration
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Each time step, the integntor determines the area of a new bounded rectangle (or the sum of

two rþht triangles), and then adds this erea to the value of the output from the previous time

step f ::c . lx. Mathematically staæd:

From Equation 2-4, it is apparent that the accuracy of thjs formula is inversely proponional to

the magnitude of the simulation timestep Át. For an analog or continuous input function idy',

there is not much that can be done ro counrer this time step dependency. However, if the

input function is a logical waveforrr¡ interpolarion may be used ro ensure that the output

approximation is as accurate æ it can be.

As an example, consider a case where the input signal i(t) to an integrator function (thar

utiliz€s the ffapezoidal n¡le) is initially -1 
^t 

t : x - 1x and then switches to +l ar ¿ : ï, where

Áx : 1. The trapezoidal n¡le in this case, assurnes that the discontinuiry will occur mid-

timestep, a¡d so the resulting contribution to the ourput berwe en u{x - Ax) and i(x) 's znro.

t{x)+it{x-Lx)

Q-Ð

11
.^x =;.(, =o Q-5)

Or gnphicall¡



ilt-Áù + irlt)' i "o'
Figure 2- 13: Trapezoidal Rule of Integradon during a Discontinuicy (Non-Interpolated)

This assumption is bæed solely on the fact that the exact time of the discontinuicy is not

known. If the interpolated time is available however, then tÏe mid-timestep æsumption can

be disca¡ded for a more accur:ate solution.

læt us æsume the exact same conditio¡s as given in the above example, along with a known

interpolated time ol õx : 0.7. It is then possible to perform a trapezoidal integration assuming

that the midpoint of integration is now t : r - áx, instead of t : lAAx æ before. Referring to

Flgare 2-14, iÍ 6x > %Áx (as it is in this cæe), then the base of riangle I is given æ:

c=Á¡-ôx Q-6)



x-Ax x-6x

Ati' 6x i

):

i{x - ax) + i4x) ,,
2

,!ii "{r) 
(d,'")

Figxe 2-74: Trapezoidal Rule of Integntion during a Discontinuitywith Interpolation

And so the total are a of A , ß:

'4t)
1

,4.'

o _t(x-M)._
'2 Q-7)

An æsumption must be made at this point æ to the height of uiangle A, (i.e. 4 * - @ - "))).

Given that a purely logicai signal is being dealt ¡vith here, it can be safely æsume d thet it{x -

@- 
")) 

: i(x), and so the total integral area A :A, +Ar's given b¡r
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^ _i(x)+i(x-Lx)

-1^

t 
e-t)

= 4r).t, -u{x )'õx +i(x - Lx )'Lx -i(x - Ãx ).6x

The remaining area B is simpl¡r

B=i{x).(õx-r)=z.i(x)'ax-bdx).Lx Q-e)

Combining Equations 2-8 end 2-9, gives the following equation for the contribution to the

output between ø{x - Áx) 
^ndt(x)l

A + B = u{ x )' 6x + i.( x - dx ). r
(2-10)

= ( t).( o.z ) + ( -r. ( I - 0.7 ) = 0.4

A comparison of Equations 2-5 urd 2-10 shows that in this time step interval alone, a solution

inaccuracy of 0.4 is lost in the orþinal, non-inteqpolated trapezoidal integration.

Provided that the integrator input is a purely logical signal (i.e. input remains corlstânt berween

discontinuities) and is known to contain interpolated information dwing the discontinuities,

then Equation 2-10 is valid throughout the simulation, even when ôx = 0.
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2- 9: Propagating an Interpolat€d Time through a Logical Control Circuit

At this point, it would be prudent to provide a simple example to illustr¿te the practical

usefulness of a fully inte¡polated controls library. C-onsider the simple control circuit

illusmted in Figure 2-15.

F'ryare 2-15: Control Ci¡cuit Illustrating the Propagation of an Interyolated Time

In this s¡.sten¡ an interpolated time ô¿ is generated at rhe output of the comparator bæed on a

simple comparison of two input analog waveforrns (i.e a sinusoid and a triangulâr wâveform).

Each time these two signals cross, the compararor issues a logical pulse sþnal A vvr¡h an

appended interpolated time so that,4 = {o,6¿},where ¿is the magnirude of A. StgnùA's

input directly to the monosÞble. The monostable output is an exended pulse of a given

width 4 q/hich wil a]so include an appended intelpolated time.B = {þ õ¿}, *here in this ¡ime

step B : A. This signal is then pæsed to one of two AND gate inputs, where tåe other is a

logical signal containing an interpolated time C - {c õ¿}.

The interpolated output of the AND gate is bæed on the condition of its input according to

Figure 2-1. If the two input signals B and C happen to rrarsirion dudng rhis same time step

(i.e. õt * 0. 0), rhe AND gate outpur D = { d A¿} will be bæed on that described in S ectjon 2- 4.



Mthin a single time step an inteqpolated time ó¡ was propagated through the control slntem

of Figure 2-15, to become 6¿ at rhe output. During a simulation, this process would be

repeated every time step, where the interpolated times rem¿in 6¿ : 6,j : 6¿ : 6¿ : 0.0 untl a

logic transition occurs. Figre 2-16 ilhstrates aJl sþals and corresponding inte¡polated times

for this example.

x-õor
x'õØ

I
Triod4t)

\

I
A(t)

0

1
Bft),. 

0

1
c(t)

0

I
D(t)

U

x-Ax I -
x'6&
x'6&

Ftg,xe 2-L6 logical Diagram Illustrating rhe Propagation of an Interpolated Time from

Generation to Output
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Chapter 3

FLINCNONS AND ISSUES SPEOFIC TO TT{E @NTROL OF POWER
ELECTRONICSYS]EMS

3- t Intnoduction

The phìlosophies oudined in the previous chapter for interpolating bæic control functioru, can

also be e*ended to more advanced devices, In Íuny cases, controllers are required to

perform more specfic operations that are difficult (or impossible) to build using the bæic

control functio¡ls. This chapter describes two such devices, which are related pt can function

independendy of one anothen A multilevel Sub-Flarmonic Pulse Mdrh Modulation (or

SFIPV{\rÍ) waveform generator, a¡d a muldlevel diode-clamped converrer firing pulse

generator, Vhen used in serial combination, these two components can provide firing control

for a 9-level, diode clamped convener.

There are also instances where specfic interpolation related algorithms can be used to enhence

existing modeling techniques. This chapter introduces a couple of circumstences illustraring

the effectiveness of inte¡polation in both electrical and control sptem simulation. The

examples presented include a simple integrator control ftrnction, and a more complex electrical

spten¡ v'here each cæe exemplifies how both solurion accuracy and simulation speed, are

positively affected. The concept of Pute-\¡flrdth Modulation (P\fA{ is also briefly introduced.

For tle most part, any simulations in this chapter are performed rsing the electromagnetic

tra¡sients progr¿m PSCAD/EMIDC This program is based on the Dommel methods
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introduced in Chapter 1 and utilizes the Fonran programming language. All models discussed

are designed using Fonnn code, although there are instances where other programming

techniques are used as well. If this is indeed the case, tlre other techniques will be described on

an as needed basis.

3- 2: Issues: Effects of Interpolation on an IntegÉtor q¡ith Logical Input

In Section 2-8, a discussion is presented on how a pureþ logical, interpolated inpur sþnal can

affect the output of an integraror function thar uses rhe ffepezoidal rule of integration. One of

the laypoints in the discr.rssion is that of the .inaccuracy introduced each time a discontinuiry is

encor¡ntered in the input sþnal. Due to the inherent properries of the trapezoidal nle, it is

forced to assurne ân average integral berween two discontinuous points, which is usually

incorrect þee Figure 2-13). For example, if the input sig nal i(t) ß I at t : x - tu. md 0 at t :

x, then the tapezoidal nfe will alwap æsume tåat the discontinuity occurred at exaaþ r : r .

l/zLx. T'tl ,t ß,the conffibúion I to the output integral during this time step is alwap,

. iíx-Ax)+iíx) 1A='. ' ' '.Âx=:.Âr22 (3-Ð
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Figure 3-1: Non-Inte¡polated C-ontribution to an Integral during a Discontinuity

This is a reasonably accurate æsumption if rhe discontinuiry acrually does occur close to the

mid-point of the time step. If it occurs near the time step grid however (i.e. at a time 6x =0or

õx = Ax) , the accuracy and stability of the output signal will become largely dependent on time

step. As a maner of fact, if the input signal i(t)'s a repeative waveform v,,here discondnuities

occur frequendy throughout the simulation (such as a square wave sþnal), the output solution

has the potential to diverge from the true solution.

Fornrnatel¡ the inaccuracy introduced during discontinuities is not alwa¡a cumulative. In fact,

depending on how the simulation time step and frequency of the repetitive input sþnal interact

with each other, the outpur may not diverge at all, but actrully oscillates about the correct

solution. The addidon of inte¡polation information to the input signal however, rvill ensr¡re

that the output is alwap stable and accurate, and will neither diverge no¡ oscillare.



3- 2- L A¿rulatitz Enor

.As an example of a case ¡vith cumulative error (i.e. output diverges from the rrue value),

consider the simulation of an integrator function with an input sþnal i(t), which is a purely

digital, square waveform of freque ncy f = 76 p¡¡, (Le. T : I/f : 100 ps) end magnimde of 0

a¡d /. The simula¡ion time step At :10 ¡s and the input sþnal dury c1cle ß D : 55o/o. Given

these parameters, and that the staning time is 0.0, all odd tr¿¡sitions (7 to 0) of i(t) lvil, occur

exacdy half way between time steps, *'hereæ all even transitions will occur exactly on the time

step grid. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3-2 below.

Figr.rre 3-2: Simulation of a Square Input Wave form (At : t 0 ls, f : 10 kHz, D = 5 5%)

Let us study just the first two cples of input and monitor exactly how the output error

accumulates. Figure 3-3 illustrates that at every state ¡ra¡sition from I to 0, there is a

cumulative error. Since the dury qcle s 55ot6, the inpur signal should theoretically tnruirion

from 1 to 0 at time t : 55 ¡s. llowever, given tJrat we are dealing ¡vith a fixed time step, a

state chânge is not realized undl the following time step t : 50 + At : 60 ¡u. Snce i(t) was

supposed to have tn¡sitioned exacúy at t = JJ /s, then rhe contribution to the inægral ouput
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sþnalo.{t) for dris interval should be %At The tnpezoidal nrle of integration will, according

to Figure 3-1, contribute exacdy the corr€ct amounr ro rhe output. At the transi¡ion from 0 to

1, the tnpezoidel, rule once again contributes a qnnaty %At. In this irstance, the trarsition

does not occur until ex ctly t = 100 ¡s, md so no contribution should be made ro the output

sþnal. Therefore, the output will be in error by exactly e : %Àt followtngtJre transition, æ

given below:

e - i4t - Lt) + i4t). 
¡¿ = 

1+0. 
10. 10-6 = 5. io-ó22

The above sequence will occur for every cycle of input i{t), rest:lrngin a cumularive effor on

the output of the integntor. Depending on how long the simulation is run, this accumulated

error can become quite significant.

I thrc

Figure 3-3: Accumulated Error in Non-Inte¡polated Integrator Output Following Two ercles

of Input ìíaveform
+J

(3-2)



If interpolated information .is added to the inpur signal howeve¡ dris error accumulation can

be ¿voided altogether. Figure 3-3 shows the same example with interpolation informarion

included.

,r{t)

0

I tinp
AT

Figure 3-4: Interpolated Integrator Output Following Two Qales of Input lVaveform

During the intervals with discontinuities, the inrerpolated time á¿ is used wirhin the inregnl

approximation to eccount for any inaccuracies, For example, the contribution to the output

during the second tr¿nsition from ú : 90 ¡s to t : 100 ¡a is zero (æ it should be). From

Equations 2-6 and 2-10:

s = i4t).õt + i4t - Lt).(at -õt) = o.^r + 1.(^r -Ár) = e.9

I

,4t)

0

(3-3)
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3- 2- 2: Gcilla¡nry Erry

Exacdy the some case æ that described in Section 3-2-1 ca¡ be used ro demonstrate oscillatory

error on the integntor output - all that needs to be altered is simulation time step. Once again

then, corsider an integrator function with an input sig" 1r4ù, which is a purely dþital, square

waveform of freque ncyf : 10 kHz and magnitude of 0uÅ1. The ducycple is still)O%, but

úre time step lr for the simulation is chosen ro be 11 ¡s.

Although the dme step was altered by only I ¿rs (from 10 ¡s to |l¡rs), the output behavior of

the non-inte¡polated integrator drastically changes. The fact that the period of the input

square waveform (i.e. l/j is not equally divisible by the time srep car¡ses an interesting

phenomenon to occur: Throughout rhe simulation, the discontinuiries no longer fall exactly

on the dme step, but tend to drift in an oscillatory manner within the time step inte wù Át > õt

> 0. That is, if á¿ is acrually monitored it q'ill seem as if it periodically resets. In addition to

this, the inte¡polated times due to both the 1to 0 and O to I state changes in the input signal

do not coincide with each other. Although the interpolated dme á¿ drifs et rhe same

frequency for both state change rypes, the rwo tend to reser et different times. The frequency

of this oscillatory drift is of coune dependent on the relationship between the frequency of

i{t) and the s'trnlation time step.

It is difficult to quantitativeþ describe the oscillatory phenomenon, because each time step /
input frequency combination gives a fundamentally different resuft. The next section however,

illuststes the oscillatory narure of tÏe error signal and the interpolated time ár.
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3- 2- 3: TøtRøulx

An intelpolated integrator (using the trapezoidal nrle of integntion) wæ corxtrucæd and

placed along side a non-interpolated integrator of the same q.pe, end simulated using

PSCAD/EMIDC An interpolated square wave generator is used to create the desired input

srglal i4t),vth pârameters as described in Se caon3-2-7.

Square Wave

Generator
ln te g rato rs

The extra inærpolated information ensrres thâr tÏe output of the inteqpolated integrator

function is perfecdy accurate er ell points tluoughout the simulation.
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Figure 3-5: Comparison of Inteqpolated and Non-Inteqpolated Integr¿ror Outpur Showing the

Effect of O:mulative Error

The fi¡st ¡est was performed to show the effects of cumulative error on the outpur s ignaJ, ø.4t) ,

given the parameteß described in Section 3-2-1. Figure 3-5 ilh¡strates how the oucputs of the

non-inte{polated venes t}re interpolated integraton (shown above in Figure 3-4) will diverge

for a simulation time of 0.2 seconds. The nput srgnal i{) is exacrly as described in Section 3-

2-1 and so o.{t) shoúd eq:al,0.11 efter 0.2 s of simulation. As can be seen from this graph,

tlre output of the non-interpolated integntor is .in error by approximat ely +0.01.
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Figure 3-6: Error Signal and Interpolated Times for Test Sho¡ving Gcillatory Behaviour

The second test was performed to shos¡ the effecs of oscillatory error on the output signal

ø(t), given the parameten desc¡ibed in Section 3-2-2. Frgixes 3-6 nd 3-7 illustrare ho¡v the

error between the outputs of the non-inteqpolared venes the inteqpolated integraton (shown

above in Figure 3-a) oscillate during a simulation. "Ihe sþnú Ercr given in Figure 3-6 is the

difference function between the interpolated and non-interpolated outputs, given b¡,:

Enor = ø¡a(t) - "¡-*(t) Q-4)



The interpolated and non-interpolated output signals are given in Figure 3-7.

o.r

time Isl 
.

Figure 3-7: Comparison of Interpolated and Non-Inteqpolated Inregrator Outpurs Showing

the Effect of Oscillatory Error

3- 3: Introduction to Sinusoidal Pulse \Width Modulation

Pulse Wrdth Modulation (or P\X4vl) is a very common concepr that is used mainly in power

electronic circuits, usually when inversion from DC to AC is required. In most AC s¡stems,

perfect sinusoidal waveforms are desired to drive the s)ðtem, as they conain no harmonics.

Power electronic circuits however, which utilize controlled switching devices in an anempr to

construct a perfect sinusoid from a DC source, fall shon of this goal. Due to the rwosrat€,

logical nature of power elecronic switching devices, the output of sa¡ a DC to AC convener

(also called an invener), can only exist es one or more discrete states, and will normally appear

as a sqr¡âre or stepped waveforrn These qpes of waveforms are undesirable, as tJrey contain a

large harmonic content [10]. Frgr.ue 3-8 illusrr¿tes a very simple, single-phæe invener, *'here
49
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the switching devices a¡e controlled so that only one is conduaing at any specific time. They

altemate back and fonh in this cæe with a duty cple of 50o/o.

Figure 3-8: Simple Single-Phæe, Two-Søte Power Electronic Invener and Output lVaveform

Of course, the shape of the output waveform in Figr,re 3-8, depends on the sþnal controlling

the switching devices. Ahhough the harmonic contenr of these power elec*onic waveforms

may be reduced through the addition of output filters, it is much more cosr effective to

optimize the control of the switching device iaelf iiOl. P\üM controi is one method of

achieving this goal, a¡d sinusoidal P\Xß4 (or SP\øÀ4) is most commonly the specific qpe

chosen,

In its most bæic forrr\ sPlwM involves a simple comparison between the desired sinusoidal

output wavefonr¡ usually referred to as the modulating waveforrr¡ with a high frequency

triangular waveform called a 'ca¡rier'. The stare of the SP\X4vf control signal will depend on

q/hether the magnirude of the modularing waveform is greater rhan or less than the ca¡¡ier at

any point. The resulting SPWM control sþnal is a close a match æ possible to the desi¡ed

modulating waveforrrL and will only conrain lower order harmonics.
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Figure 3-9 illustrates an output waveform resulting from an SP]VÀ4 control. Flere dre

modulating waveform js set to erl amplitude of A.= 6.797 ut¿elrequencyf,= 60 Hz. The

carrier amplitude ß A" = 7.9 *¿ a frequencyf, : 1260 Hz. Normall¡f, is an integer multiple

ofJ, so that the SPlü&f waveform ¡emains symmetric - in this cæe f" ,/ J) : Z t .

o.o

time [s]

Figure 3-9: Vaveforms involved in Simple Two-lævel SP\üß4 (f¿/f;= 2l)

3- 4: Issues: Misrepresentation of Dscontinuities: Specifically Triangular or

Saçtooth Control Vaveforms

one t¡pe of problem in rhe simulation of control sþals for power elecronic ctcuits is that of

control signal logic failrre. logic failure can arise in any number of differenr circumstances,
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but one cicumsance in particula¡ is the misrepresentation of sþnal discontinuities due to

finite time step increments.

\flithout some form of error correction, discontinuous sþnals (ex. sþnals with piecewise linear

segments) are impossible to perfecdy replicate numerically in a computer progrant u¡less of

course the dme step grid overla¡æ o<acrly on all discontinuor¡s poinrs.

Sine-dangle q,pe P\X&I control sprems utilize a comparison of a modulating signal S/y' with

that of eitlrer e sewtoorh or a triangular carrier waveform flt) (æ descnbed is section 3-3), to

creete a digital squâre wave signal for control of some device. If the modulating fturction g/y' at

any time falls close to a sudden directional change n flt) (in this cæe usually the maximum or

minimum point of flfl), then the possibiliry of improper comparison may occur.

tittz

Figure 3-i0: trrroro.nodonl a Discontinuitydu. ro . *n. *. rr.n

An¡one familiar wirh simulating comparison r¡pe control sptems (such as pVtd) v,ill

recogdze that, v,rhen performing comparisoru of two sþnals, care mr¡st be exercised to



prevent signal fâilure at the signel exremities. For example, consider the cæe w4ren comparing

a 0 to 360" sawtooth waveform with a firing angle signal in order ro creere a th¡.,ristor gate

control sþnal. Depending on the dme step /r, the frequency/and the amplirude A oÍ ú.te

sawooth, there is a 'failure mne' created. This failu¡e zone is given b¡,:

F,""=Lt.f.A

If the firing angle at any rime falls v¡irhin these upper or lower zones, a comparison logic

failure may occur. unless the period of the sawroorh is exacdy divisible by the time step, rhe

maximum or minimum poins (in this cæe 0 and 36d respectivel, are uually not represented.

Figure 3-11: Misrepresentation of the Exremities of a sawooth \ü/aveform due to a Finite

Time Srep

By udlizing a linear inærpolation algorithm specifically desþned for this sinution, tJre problem

can be ¡eccified. This will effecdvely remove rhe failure zones and ¡emove the rigid

(3-Ð
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dependence on the dme step /r. Of course, rime step is still a factor here, but its effeca will

be lessened considerably.

There are two q?es of waveform normally used as a reference signal in the production of

firing pulses: These are the sawtooth waveform æ described above, or a triangular v¡aveform

(used in P\ØÀ! [10,11]. Both signals are repetitive and hence possess a frequenc¡ æ well as

minimum and maximum amplitude. The triangular waveform is symmetrical, whereæ the

sâwtooth continuâlly ramps from â minimum to a meximum value and then resets

instantaneously to the minimunr

3- 4- 1: Triarqulørvat$ørn

For the follo¡ving analpis, two æsumptions are made: The triangular waveform flt) beng

considered is symmetrical and possesses a duty c¡ale D : 50%. These æsumptions heþ to

simplifythe calculation of the inte¡polated time ôx.

The fi¡st problem is that of detection. Obviousl¡ when outside the failr¡¡e zones, normal

comparison techniques may be uilized. Ho¡vever when situatiors a¡ise as described in Section

3-4, a new technique must be implemented not only to detect, but to calculate the exacr

crossing of the ffio signals.

The detection process can be accomplished through a simple exrapolation procedr.re: The

triangular waveform is s)rynmetrical and so therefore the absolute vahæ of is sþe does not

change. This sþe can be used to extrapolare flt) from r = ¡ - Áx to x. If the sþnal crosses



the minimum or mâximum limit, then a possible siruarion is detected. This concept is

illustrated in Figure 3-12.

E x rrapd.ation --,..- 'þ

Figure 3- 12: Illusr¿tion of E*rapolation Detection Procedure for a Triangular 'sflaveform at

Minimuml¡vel

No¡v that the situation is detected, the inteqpolated time can be calculated if the sþal m which

tlre trianguiar waveformflt) is being compared is indeed less than the value oflx/. Note that

the following analpis penairu to the minimum limit onl¡ as vinually the same procedure can

be performed at the rnaximum limit, The fint step is to calculate the theoretical pont $. at

silchflt) hits the minimum value. This time is given by the linear ratio:

El _ Ax -Ex
f(*)-*ì"- f(x-Lr)-nln

(3-6)

Triarrylar V/arefotnt



Once this point is known, the interpolated time ó¡ may be calculated by finding the

intenection point between the utangnat sþnaJ,flt) and the sþnal being compared g/y' - thar is

Í6*) : {6r) (see Figure 3-13).

Minitnum

Figure 3-13: Determination of Inte¡polated Time for a Triangular \üaveform at Minimum

Iævel

Given the slopes z¡ and t4o1flt) and {t) respecrively, the equation of each linear segmenr can

be defined a¡rd set equal to each other.

{x -tx)- {x)

^i" - f(*)*¡ =__ã_

m''6x+ {*) = *¡'Ex + f(x)

The interpolated time áx can be directly extr¿cted from Equation 3-8.
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3- 4. 2: Sazp¡øh l,Vat$orn

An analpis similar to that presented in Section 3-4-1 for a triangular waveform ca¡ be applied

to a sâwtooth. The only major difference here is the detection process: Identifying this

sinution is a simple matter of detecting when the sâwrooth waveform resers, süich is rhe

single time step per qcle where the value of flt) atx is less than that at x - Ax, 11ß concept is

illustrated in Figure 3-14 beloq¡.

u\
-€x -ri
¡ 4 6xy

i
l

l
I

lWImîrZ, n r

røx -flx-Ax) ,.':

Figure 3- 14: Detection and Determination of Interpolated rime for a Sawtooth \üaveform at

Minimumlævel

once the rese¡ condition is derected, the process to calculate the intelpolated switching time

can be initiated þrovided that dre sþnal (y' being compared crossesly' in this time sæp).

Note that the following analpis penains to the minimum limit onl¡ as virnully tre same

procedure can be performed at the maximum limit. The fint step is to calculaæ rhe theo¡etical

ùme x - $ at únchflt) hits the minimum value. Given that in this cæe the val ue atflx - Áx)
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is near the mâximum level, the difference between rhe maximum and flx - lx/ is used in a

linear ratio as follows:

\x _ Ax -F+
f(Ð-r*- //w - f(x _ Lx)

(3-Ð

Once Çx, is known, the inte4polated time 6x maybe calculaæd by finding the intersection point

becween the sawtooúr flt) and the signal being compared g/y' - that ß flSx) : {6x). Given the

slopes nyond tt¡of fu and {t) respectivel¡ the equation of each linear segment can be defined

and set equal to each other as in Equation 3-7. The interpolated time órc can be extncred

direcdy from Equation 3- 8.

3- 4- 3: Tøt RauJts

In this section, a simulation tesr is performed, using the PSCAD/EMIDC electromagneric

transients prograrr¡ on a 6-pulse, th¡ristor bridge operaring as a 3-phase reccÍie¡. The DC side

load cr¡rrent is monitored for a range of firing anglæ. The th¡.ristors in the bridge are

controlled by comparing a sawtooth waveform ¡vith the firing angle order. The test q'ill

demonstrate an epparent firing control failure q¡hen the firing angle a enæn the failure zone

for this control s¡.stern

The AC side of the bridge consiss of. a 230 þV RhLS lb*ølita, 3-plase source sfuh znro

impedance (i.e. infinite bus), which gives a DC side load voltage:

n*=Y n,-,.*(c,) (3-10)



The th¡a'istor bridge is feeding an arbitnry RL load with ¡esistan ce R : 1.0 Q ond inductance

L : 0.1 H. The inductance is presenr in order ro smooth rhe load current sufficiendy enough

so that the resulß can be eæilyassessed.

6-Pulse Thtrislor
Bridge

The th¡'r:iston are controlled using a sawtooth ¡paveform comparison, where the sâwtooth

ranges between 0 and 36C and is generated by a phæe-locked loop pLL). The pLL output is

based on the AC side bus voltage.

Figure 3- 15: 3-Phæe, 6-Pulse Th¡ristor Bridge Circuit æ Appean in

230 kV,3-Phase, AC Source

¡\,v lnfìnile Bus
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Phase-Locked
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È__re l
Vb

PLL
Six

Pulse

Firing Puls e Generator

for 6-Puls e Thyr¡stor Bridge

Figure 3- 16: Control Sptem for a 3-Phæe, 6-Pulse Thlzristor Bridge Circuit æ Appears in

PSCAD/EMIDC

The PLL outpuls an arny of six sawooth waveforms (each phase-shfü ed by 60J,

corresponding to each th¡'ristor in the bridge. Each of these waveforms is compared to the

same firing order sþnal ø. The firing pulse generåtor ourpuß the corresponding thyristor gate

control sþna.ls (F,to F), each possessing a preser pulse width of. 0.005 s and interpolated time

information. The PLL output frequencyfior thjs tesr was chosen as 60 Hz end¡he simuladon

time step /tis 50 1ts. Accord:ngto Equation 3-5, tlie failure zone is then:

F",, = 
^t. 

f . A= þo.ro*).(eo).(rao)= r.oa' (3-1Ð

Equation 3-11 indic¿tes that f the firing order a 11,08" or a ) 358.920, then logic failure

fiay occu¡.

ffi
Ta'oie-

Alpha Order

Controller



For this test, a simulation is nrn on rwo idendcal s)6terns as described above. The only

difference is that one s)trem possesses tÏe interpolated detection algorithm (referred to

henceforth as the armed s¡.stem) described in Section 3-4. During the simulation, the firing

angle a is incrementally reduced, saning from outside the failwe zone to within it. The test

illustrates that the non-armed sptem (i.e. does not contain the inreqpolated detection

algoritlm) begins to experience gate failures once reaching less than 1.08o, while the armed

s¡.stem remains stable. fu a mamer of fact, the armed s¡ætem continues to opente, even at a :

0.00.

Table 3- 1: Firing Angle Increments for Iogic Failure Test

The resuls of the simulation are displayed below in Figures 3- 17 to 3-20. Note that once the

firing angle enters the fail're zone, logic fail're begirs to occur. fuferring to Figure 3-l7,the

sþal failures have a similar effed on rhe load cuffent as a misfired cylinder would have on ¡he

power output of automobile engine. fu the firing order moves further inro the failure zone,

more failures occur funher reducing the effeaive cr¡.r¡ent ourpur. The increæed failure r¿te is

apparent in Figures 3- 18 to 3-20, s,hich illwr¿te the control slntem output and firing logic.
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3- 18: Test Results Showing No Control logic Failure y.,,hen a : 1.08"
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In all cæes, the armed s¡atem remains stable, with no misfires tfuoughout rhe

simulation.

3- 5: Intoduction to Multilevel Sub-Harmonic Pulse rùlidth Modulation

The concept of subharmonic P\{4vf (or S}IP\üI4) for multilevel converrers was fist

introduced in [12] and is discussed funher in [i3,14]. Bæed on simple twolevel, sine-triangle

P\X¡lvt SI{P\{ß{ involves a comparison of several triangular carrier sþnals with a single

modulating waveform per phase. The power of thìs P\X4vI bæed concepr is it can be used to

conuol complex muldple level, power electronic converters, Mudilevel conve¡ters malc

possible the abiliry to add more tlan the sundard rwo levels ro rhe outpur voltage. The more

levels added to the ourput voltage wavefonr\ the closer it resembles the desired wavefonq end

hence the f':ther the harmonic content wül be reduced. Of couse, there are practical

limitatiors imposed on rhis Ð?e of converrer, as each level added requires additional devices.

This thesis pap particular attention to the use of a 9-1eve1, diode clamped convener (as shown

in Figure 3-21). The reasons for this are discussed in more detail in Section 43- 1.
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Figure 3-27: Ideal 3-Phase, 9-lævel, Diode Clamped Converter

For e converter of level 4 there v¿ill eÅst rn - .l triangular carrier waveforrns (sometimes

referred to as bands), each displaced so rhat they are adjacent ro one anorher. All carrien

possess en idendcal peak-to-peak amplitude ,4" and usually the same frequency /6 The

modulating waveform will have a peak-topeak amplinde 1,, and frequencyJ,. Both the

displaced carrier waveforms and the modulating waveform are 'symmerical' about the zero

level.
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Figre 3-22: Grrier Ba¡ds and Modulating Vaveform for a 9-Iæve1 SHP\X{vI Sptem

The ampliude 1,,, is adjwted by means of a modulado n ndex r¿, where,

The frequenry of the carrie¡ waveforms f, is normally an integer multiple of the modulation

waveform freque ncyf,,, 1ïß frequency ratio is then,

(3-1Ð

In Fignre 3-22, the number of levels r¡zis ser to 9 and the peak-topeak amplirude of the carrier

bands I 
" 

is set to 7. The amplinrde of the modulating waveform l,' is set to 6.4, v,rhich gives

a modulation ind ex rà = 0.8, erdft,: 60 Hz. The lrequency nao n¡: 21.
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The actual SHP\{À4 output waveform is determined by continually comparing the modulating

waveform with whatever carrier sþnal is relevant at a panicular momenr. If the modulating

waveform is larger than the carrier signal, the ourput will æsume rhe upper level of that carrier

band; if the modulating waveform is less tha¡r the carrier, the lower level.

0 0.002 0.00.t 0.006 0,008

,0. Àr.r

Figure 3-23: E>rample of ân SFIP\üI\4 Output

0.0167

'Waveform 
þn = 9, m" : 0. 5, ny : 2 1)

The harmonic spectrum of the SllP\il4VI ouq>ut waveform contains a variery of odd

harmonics, ranging from the 3d onwards (æ shown ìf Figure 3-24). The harmonic

representing the frequency râtio rlwill normally be prominent.
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FìgNe 3-24: Per-Unit Flarmonic Spectrum of an SllPrü4vI Output \ØaveformQn:9,ntu:

0.8,rry:21)

Pleæe note that a purely mathematical analsis of an n-level SHPVtr4 waveform is quite

involved, and beyrnd tJre scope of this repon. However, a detailed account is provided in

1121.

3- 6r Devices: Multilevel SHP\WM Vaveform Generator

The primary purpose of this component is to provide a three-phæe, multilevel, SFlp\øÀ4

output signal. The component requires a toml of four inpur signaJs; three representing the

t}ree reference sþa.ls required for each outpur phæe, in addition to a phæe-locked loop input

(PLL). The PLL signal is used primarily for feedback control; that is to synchronize the

component with an existing three-phæe bus voltage.

The propenies of the output signal may be varied d¡'namically according ro both the

aforementioned input sþnals, æ well æ several, user provided inpur perameters. Specifically,

these parameters would include: The number of outpur leveß m, the peak-topeak amplicude
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of all carrier bands lo the modulation waveform Írequency f* the modulation /carrier

frequency r:'iø nJand the modulation ndex tn".

Given the input parameten m and Ao the componenr will {irst setup dynamic equations to

describe the m - 1 cxner band signals required for comparison during simulation. Each

can:ier signal is a fuJl, triangular waveforr4 which can be described mathematically as follows:

Carier,(t)=! r*'6únf,,'*r't))+!2 Q-u)

For an m: 9 level spterr¡ there will be m- I = I carrier signa,ls, each displaced so rhar rhey

are adjacent to one another and centered abour zero. Figwe 3-25 displap all eþht carrier

signa.ls æ they would appear in a simulation for one clale of modulating frequency.

0 0,002 0.0G1 0,006 0.008 o,ol o_ot2 o.ol,t 0.0¡6

,0, Át.t o,ot6?

Figure 3-25: Muldlevel SHP\XL4 lVaveform Genentor Output Grrier rù(/aveforms (* = 9,f,,,

:60 Hz,ny:21)

ri,!.1-i",..."'úi;ii;,-i."..,,.'".fi;r,ii .i .ii ^',..,.,,,','¡'/"'.,.'...''.,t ¡''.,.-Í 
i,..,''' lriiril''i,..,..,.''..; rrit..',r',rii"it.r,¡^".¡ i¡Ì,..''i ittit 
¡'rliiiliii

'";i .;i"t¡ii;";i

,i"ii;ï",i;;;i.;,,,
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Next, the component intializes mathematical expressior:s for the modulating waveforms.

These waveforms must be scaled according to the number oÍ levels rn, the moduladon index

mu, and the peak-to-peak level magnitude lo Mathematicall¡ for a genenl modulating

wavef.orm V *':

v*'=vr '*ì1 'n'e, (3-1Ð

For the pu¡poses of rhis report, it may be æsumed that the three-phæe input signals (l/r, I/,

and V) are balanced, sinusoidal and have already been scaled ro per-unit magnitude before

being input to this component. once further scaling is complete, the reference modulating

waveforms would appear as follows, overlaid atop tÏe carrier bands:

¿_5

.".1.

j.i 2

.'1.

_".i.

.'.1 o

_"1.

E,-,

-4

-4,5

,0. Ât.t o,ot6?

Figxe 3-26: Multilevel SHPVM \üaveform Generator fuference rVave lorms (m = 9,¡ = 5,g

Hz, nY = 21)
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As a final step in the initialization procedure, tlre inidal output P\XfttI level is set depending on

the initial value of the corresponding input reference waveform. The component øIçes the

input values ât time t : 0 and fint determines the carrier band where the sþnal value is

located. Then ruing a simple comparison, determines ç'hether the signal is located in the

lower or upper half of the band. The initial PVtr4 output signal is then æsigned the leve1

corresponding to the input signal location in the band. This procedure is very imponant to

ensure that the output waveforms âre synìnetrical and balanced during the dynamic ponion of

the simulation.

The dynamic pan of the program deals rvith the comparison of all tiree phæes of reference

waveform to all existing carrier band signals, Since there exists m. I carner signals, the

comparison algorithm mr¡st keep tr¿ck end store an arny of rn-.1 difference functions per

phæe, in order to rnâintâin history values and determine when and where the sþnals cross

each other. For example, the A-phase input signal l/, would have associated wirh h rn- 1

difference sþals defined as follows:

r,( | -- v 
^¡ 

t 1. Ç. m". A 
" 

- anier,(t) (3-16)

lü/here r¡ =7...m-7 and Onier,(t) is defined in Equation 3-14. The difference funcrion

artay F"(t) is then continually compared with a zero value so æ to know exacdy when the

two sþals cross, and then input lnto e zero crossing detection algorithnr. The zero crossing

detector determines whether a zero cross occurred, by comparing the present value F,(t) to

that of a history array term F ,( t - Lt ) . If. e ze.ro cross is detected, the fwrction will perform a
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linear inteqpoladon, using the values of both F,(t) nd F,(t- Lt) as described in Cfrapter 1.

The inteqpolated quantrty át is output along with a noî-z.ero integer (in tle form of a two-

element vector), to indicate fhat a zero cross indeed occurred, and the 'exact' time of

occr¡rrence, If a zero cross is not detected, the output of the detector will remain zero.

A positive aspect of the above s¡ætem of derection is that information regarding tle present

location of the reference sþal (i.e. ç4rich carrier band) is inherent to the algorithrn This is

important in Leeping track of the pæt and present ourput signal level.

4,5

.".1

1i
.".:.

.:1.

.".1.

."1

';;",

;;;.

"t* ",

_¡_5

0.00E 0.01 0.016

0.0167

Fìgxe 3-27: Multilevel SHP\fÀ4 ìØaveform Generator Ourput Wave forms (rn: 9,f,,: 60

Hz' nY: 21)
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The following diagram depics how the Multi-lævel SHP\IM \üaveform Generator appears in

the PSCAD/EMIDC tra¡sient simulation prograrru

PLL

theta

i r Ain

rhgiã--l,,t Sr., t

Figure 3-28: Multi-lævel SHP\Xß4lVaveform Generaror Componenr as Appe s in

PSCAD/EMTDC

3- 7: Devices: Multilevel Dode-Clamped C.onverær Firing Pulse Genenator

Unfom.rnately, a multilevel PrVÀd waveforrr¡, such æ that described in Section 3-6, cannot be

used to direcdy corurol the firing of switching devices in a multilevel converrer. The

waveform must be fi¡st convened into an array of firing pulses, comparible with both the

switching devices used (i.e. GTO, IGBI etc) and dre convener configuration irelf. In this

repoft, the switching devices are æsumed to be GTOs, a¡d the multilevel converrer

configuration is limited to the diode-clamped q,pe.

The specific job of this firing puJse genenror is to take in an arbirary, multilevel P\i(&f

waveforrn, and conven it dnectly into an array of firing pulses for a single-phæe leg of a

multilevel, diode-clamped converrer. The firing puJse geneftrtor outpur array is based solely on

the input level, and so any arbitrary input waveform can be used. It is æsumed that the input

waveform conteins intelpolated information, so that interpolated times &,ptw! \ill, be passed

D
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into the firing pulse generator each time the input sþnal level changes. This concept is

illustr¿ted beloq¡ in Flgore 3-29.

The interpolated information musr be included with the input level magnitude sþnal (æ

described previorsþ in Chapter 1) in the form of a mo-dimensional dara vecron

FPG*' =(Magn, ,,õ0,*) Q-17)

Note that the inteqpolated time 6xn, is equal to z€ro er all dmes, excepr for in rhe evenr of a

switch.

The fint step in designing rhe firing pulse generator is to perform some initialization

procedures to maximize efficiency during dynamic simulation. This includes both defining the

acnul magnitudes of each expected input level, a¡d rhe construcrion of a gate logic

comparison matrix: Both of these processes can be eæily realized with the heþ of user input

for both nwnber of leveß 14 and peaÏ-topeal carrier amplitude Ao lt's imponant to

remembe¡ that the value ol A" n the firing pulse generaror must be set idendcal to that

defined in the input signal.
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Figore 3-29: A Magnified Ponion of rhe Input P\üM lVaveform to the Multilevel Diode-

Clamped Convener Firing Pulse Generator Component

For a 9-level input sþnal, the level magnirudes are determined follows:

u,=(Ç-t).t", i=0,1...n-I (3-18)

So then,
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[¡vel Value
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4'4.
3,4,
2,4,

AC
0

-Ac
- 2'âc
-3.4,
-4.4,

TabLe 3-2: Equivalent Level Values for a Given 9-læve1 P\XA4 Inpur lVaveform

.An initial gate logic marrix is then consrucredj according to that required for a multilevel,

diode-clamped convenen

T1

4.A. 1

T4

3'4,
2.4,

AC
0

_Á
_1. .¿ 000

00000
00000

Table 3-3: Gate logic l4atrix for a 9-lævel, Diode-Clamped C-onverrer

Essentially a truth table for a 9-level, diode clamped convefter, rhß mx þn - 1) merrix is builr

specifically to provide a bæe set of data vecors, by which ro represenr each input level

magnitude. At the same time, it provides an easy wey ro determine which switching element

hæ changed state, when rhe input level changes. \[4,hen a chaage in input level is deæcted, a

stored (m-.f-element vector, corresponding to the previous input level, is compared wirh the

row in t}¡e comparison marrix corresponding to the new level. The diffe¡ences in the mo

T,
1

1.

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

T6

1

T7I,T3 T8

7

0

0

0

0
0

0

-3'A, o

-4.4, 0



vectors will determine which elements have changed state, and thereby ro which elements the

intelpolated time áxn,a1 should be assþned.

For example, say that the input level has chenged from 2.A" n the lasc rime srep t: x. h¡

to 3 . A c in the present time step, The stored gate logic vecto¡ from x - /x, is compared to

the appropriate ¡ow of data in the comparison nurrix of Table 3-3. The stored gare logic

corresponding to 2'A" (at x - Áx)'s:

2,4,

Through a comparison with row 3 . A c n Table 3-3, the elements of the gate logic vector

should be modified to the following:

J'Ac

It can be quicHy noted that from thjs comparison, the only søte change that occ'rs is thar of

device I changing from an oFF to an oN state. Therefore, since all othe¡ srvitching devices

remain in the same srâte from that of. t : x - /x, the input interyolated time information v¡ill

be pæsed to I only (ie. ù, : &r,*) in this cæe. All other interpolated times ¡vill be forced

to zero. This makes serue beca'se [ (and its complimenr 4 ) wilt be rhe sole elemenrs

responsible for the søte chânge in the converter output voltage.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T' T6 T7 T8

0011tl77

T1 T2 T3 T4 T' T6 T7 Ts

01111. 111
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The above discussion does not consider the compliment matrix for swirching elemena 7,

th-rgh 4 . Assignment of compliment switching st¿tes in rhe cæe of a diode clamped

converter, is simply a maner of inverting rhe original. That is, when 4 is ON, 4 *U A*"p

be OFF a¡d vice-versa. This is the same for all switching elemenrs, so rhar rhe compliment

matrix would appear as follows:

4'4,
34,
2.4,

AC
0

-Ac
-2.4,
-3.4.
-4.4,

T6 T, T,

000
000
000
000
000
000
100
110
111

4
0

0

0
0

0

=l4
0

0
0
0

T,

0

0

0

=l2
0
0

ãlr
0

Table 3-4: Compliment Gate Logic Comparison lvhtrix for a 9-lævel, Diode-Clamped

Convener

The interpolated tirnes 6xrr*, may be used for both original and complimenr switching states,

æ it does not mater whether the device is switched oN or oFF, the time of switching is the

same. In the example given above, ärcn,r, æsigned to f will also be assþned to T, .

The following diagram depicts how the firing pulse generaror might appear in a tra¡uienr

simuladon progranr



Figure 3-30; Single-Phæe Firing Pulse Generator Component æ Appean in

PSCAD/EMTDC



Chapter 4

ELECTNCAL SYSTEM TESTS

4- 1: Introduction

In Chapter 3, topics are presented involving the benefics and enhancements of incorporating

interpolation vsithin control signals. Particular anention was paid to logical or multiple staæ

rpaveforms and how the detriments of discontinuities can âffect resuls in discrete time step

simulatior:s. The concepr of both rwo-level and multi-level P\(&{ q,as introduced, æ well a

brief description of muld-level conveners.

In chapter 4, the benefits of fully interpolated controls, and how trey affect the electrical

ponion of a s)6tem are discr¡ssed. Two examples are presented: The fint is a modest 6-pulse

bridge circuit used to drive a 3-phase, delt" co*ected RLC pæsive load, Simple two-level

sPrlß4 is used to control the switching devices, The second example is a 9-level, diode-

clamped multi-level converrer s¡,stem driving an RL load.

For the most pan, any simulations in this chapter are performed using the electromagnetic

tr¿nsients pro$ãrn PSCAD/EM]DC rhis progrâm is bæed on rhe Dommel methods

introduced in chapter 1 and udlizes rhe Fonran prognmming language. All models discussed

are designed using Fonran code, although there a¡e irutances çùere orher programming

techniques are used as well. If this is indeed the cæe, the otJrer techniques will be described on

a¡ as needed bæis.
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4- 2: Pulse lìlidth Modulated Voltage Sourced Invefter

The effectiveness of linear inte¡polation is demorutrated here using the simple Pulse Vidth

Modulated Voltage Sor.uced Invener and P\üM conrol s¡ætem shown in Figure s 4.7 and 4-2.

This s¡ætem wæ buil¡ and simulated entirelywithin the PSCAD/EMIDC simulation prograrn

Figure 4- 1: Pulse lMdrh Modulated Invener as Appean in PSCAD/EMTDC

Referring to Figure 4-1, the converær cor:sists of six switching modules, each composed of a

back to back IGBT (insulated gate bipolar transistor) switch and anti-parallel diode. An input-

side LC filter is provided to smooth the DC source current. The load is a delø connected

RLCload.

The firing pulses are generated through SPVM (æ illustrated in Figure 4-2) by companng a

high-frequency triangle 'can:ier' wave with the desired sim¡soidal modulating waveform (see

Section 3-3 for mo¡e detaiJs). The switch in the upper bridge arm is tumed on when the

car¡ier is below the modulating signal and a lov¡er arm switch is umed on when the carrier is

la¡ger. This ensrres a reduced harmonic conrent in the load current. The control circuir
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includes interpolated components, such æ the waveform gener.aror, compântors and logic

gates.

^--I Btoctu-l
\--]Debtock I t cBT--l

I circuir I I ri¡ng ]

ll11r I

Il

-À¡o¡ulãtiñì*
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Figure 4-2: SP\(Atl Inteçolated Control Circuir for the Voltage Sourced C-onvener as

Appears in PSCAD/EÀ/ffDC

Typical load voltage and current waveforrns are shown in Figure 43 q/here a modulation index

nî : f" / f,, : 1 5, where f,, : 60 Hz ß vsed.
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Figure 43: load Voltage and C-urrent for the Voltage Sourced Convener

The s;rtem was then simulated with a 50 ¡zr time step, once using a non-intelpolated and again

with a fully interpolated Plü/lvI control s¡srern The waveforms for the resulting phæe currents

in each case were then ploaed agairst each other - a closer look at the phase curent

waveform is shown in Figure 4-4, which illustrates the va¡ia¡ce in resuls.
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Fignre 44: Inteqpolated and Non-Interpolated Load Grrent (At : 50 ¡s)
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Figure 4-5: Inte¡polated (at Át : 50 ps) and Non-Inte¡polated (at At = J pr) l,oad Glrrenr

The s;atem was then simulated again, where this time the interpolated s).6tem vr'as maintained

at a 50 ¡ts tsne step, but the non-inteqpolated s)6rem wäs run at a 5 ¡s time step. The results

shown in Figure 4-5 shov¡ that if interpolation is not used, the simulation becomes very time

step dependent. \ì{hen the much smaller timestç of 5 4s is used, the ræults are vim.rally

identical to those obtained ¡vith the much larger timestep of 50 pr wing interpolation.

As further proof, a similar variance in results ìs obtained from an analpis of the load currenr

harmonic spectnürl The dominant harmonics for this panicular SP\IM s¡,stem are given by

h = m¡ ! 2 ,wlnchÍor ny : lJ gives h:13andf7[i1]. R¡nning a simulation at a J0 ¡s tnte

step, resuls in the expected harmonics phis a fair amowrt of lower orrde¡ non-char¿cteristic

harmonics in the non-inteqpolated s¡rten¡ as shown in Frgure 4-6. The interpolated s;ntem

contains a neglþible amount of non-char¿cteristic harmonics.
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Figure 4-6:

$?hen inte¡polation is used, these non-characterisdc harmonics are no longer present and the

effea is that of using a much smaller timestep of 5 ¡-lr as seen in Figures 4-6 and 4-7. These

spuriors non-cha¡acterisdc harmonics can car¡se even further inaccuracies if there a¡e

resonânces in the nemork that ca¡ be excited at these frequencies [8].

Thus it is evident that the acc'racy and speed of the simulation can be sþnificandy improved

when the sptem is fully inte¡polated.

2 3 4 5 E 7I910 1l 12 13 14 15 1A 17 ß 182021 22 23 24 25 2ø 27 2A 2s

Inteqpolated (at At : 50 ¡s) end Non-Interpolated (at At: 5 ¡us) Load Grnent

Fårmonic Specrum
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4- 3: A 9-Level, Diode-Clamped Converter with SHPTW&I Consol

In orrder to best demonstr¿te the rewarrds of simulating a la¡ger electric sptem with full

inteqpolation, it would make sense ro choose a scheme tl¡at includes as ûrâny power elecronic

switching devices æ possible. At the same time, a cenain level of simplicþ should be

maintained, so es ro nor lose focus of the primarypu¡pose of the test.

In realizing such a s)sterr, corsideration is given to a circuit topology that will prove helpful in

not only demorutrating rhe advantages of interpolarion, but the detrimental effects of non-

inte¡polated switching. Keeping this in mind, the test sptem vqill include a reæonably

complex power electronics device (to generate the s¡ætem voltage), feeding a three-phase,

passive load. The load will contain ât leasr one energy srorâge device (i.e. inducto¡ or

capacitor) per phæe, so that the phæe cr.rrent calculation is in part, performed by using an

integral approximation - this will ensure that the effect of inte¡polated switching on the load

cuffent is fully repres ented.
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Switching imbala¡ce in Y-con¡rected three-phase s)6rems can result in the presence of

rmwanted even (and possibþ inter-harmonia) in both the neutr¿l voltage and curïenr. Also,

dplen harmonics presenr in any of the rhree phases will be addirive ât rhe neurral point. A

se¡sible test then would be to monitor the harmonic spectrum of the neutral current of such a

s¡aærn, and monito r eny chæge n accuracy of harmonic magnitudes with increæing time step.

4- 3- 1: E løric SyternDøøþtion ard Sa.Up

In the power sptems ârena, referring to a 'reasonably complex power electronics device'will

probably bring FACTS devices ro mind. This clæs of device encompasses a wide assorrment

of convener bridge topologies, which vary depending on the application. Presenrl¡ one of the

more popular qpes of FACIS devices is the Voltage Source C-onvener or VSC Voltage

Source Conveners can rake on maay different shapes and sizes, ranging from the very simple

to the very elaborate. one category of vsc is that of multi-level converrer s¡stems [15]: Two

popular t¡pes of this configuration are the diode-clamped and the cæcade type 11.6,lT).

Although each of these config,rarions possesses its own positive and negative aspecrs, the

diode-clamped converrer configuration is the choice for this particular test, mainly due to its

popularity, its relative simplicity a¡d its abundance of switching devices.

In order to inco¡porate as nuny switching events per cple as possible, a 3-phase, gJevel

convefter wes chosen æ shown in Figure 4-8. Norma]l¡ the DC source side for this q.pe of

device would include a single DC power supply connected across a srring of series connected

capacitors. The vohage across each capacitor would represent the individual output volage

levels for the converrer. Flere, the capacitors have been replaced by individual ideal voltage



solrces, thereby removing the effects of capacitance on the analpis of output volage and

current. This wâs done so as to heþ focu the resr more so on the effecs of interpolation.

Of coune, the wave shape of the converter ourpur voltages ou(t), {t) and {t) wúldepend on

the control s)ðtem stfirtegy used to control the convefter. There is an abr.mdance of Pulse-

Vidth Modulation (P\øÀA) control strategies for multi-level converters, including muldevel

sine-triangle comparison schemes, generalized space vector techniques, as well as selective

harmonic elimination. The most straighdorward of these three t¡rpes is arguably the sine-

triangle qpe method. This scheme involves a simple comparison of a modulating ftrnction

(most often sinusoidal in power s¡.sterns) with that of a triangular funcrion to determine the

output stete, This output can r¿nge from a simple two-state, to ân n-státe waveforrq

depending on the number of triangular waveforms being utilized for the comparison. Of the

variety of sine-triangle schemes available, the Sub-lürmonic P\ÍM (or SH-P\I¡lvf) technique

was chosen, mainly due to its abundance of odd (specifically triplen) harmonia within the

resuldng output spectnrrn A single-phase SIIPVÀ{ waveform js illustrated in Figure 4-9,

along with the carrier band signa.ls and modulating waveforrn

The 9-level, diode-clamped converter used in this resr was consrructed in PSCAD/EMIDC

(æ shovm in Figure 4- 10) using ideal, DC voltage sor.rrces of magnitude 1 kV to represent each

converter voløge level. Since the converter also utilizes vimully ideal th¡ristor and diode

models, the output voltages are almost identical in shape to the original SHPlütvI control

waveform of Figure 4-9. Also due to the choice of sor.rce voltage, a unit magnirude of the

SHPTWM control ¡paveform is equivalent ro 1 kV of output voltage in the actual tæt s¡stern
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Figure 4-8: Ideal 3-Phæe, 9-Iævel, Diode damped Convener ¡pith RL l,oad
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Figwe4-9: Single-Phæe,9-IævelSH-P\XfrlOutputVaveform(ny:21,f,:60Hz,rn":0.5)
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Figure 4- 10: 3-Phase, 9-kvel, Diode-Oamped Convener with RL l¡ad as Appears in

PSCAD/EMTDC

In order to ensr¡re that the test resuls are not based entirely on the output of one prograrq

lvfathcAD was used to develop load vohage and current signa.ls to act æ a bæe reference. The

converter output voltages 
"^(t), 

4ù ad zdt) are fint generated æ they should appear âr rhe

load. Figure 4- 11 illustrates these fi¡nctions in kilovolts as ourput from Mar¡CAD.

The load voltage signals above are written by lvlathcAD to a data file. A stand-alone Fonran

progr¿rn, developed specifically for this rest and represenring the RL load circuit, is execured.

The program reads in this voløge data and calculares the resulting phæe and neutral cur¡ents

i^(t),i{t),dt) andffi flox,nginto the loed.
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Figure 4-11: 3-Phase, 9-lævel, Diode-Clamped Convener Output Voltages (One Qrcle) æ

Output byMathCAD

FtgNe 4-12: 3-Phase, Y-Connected Se¡ies RL Load æ Represented bya Fottran Program

For this particular test, the resisranc e R : 1.0 Q and inductance Z :0.01 H, The lvIathCAD

simulation time step is chosen es 0.2543 l¿r - thjs m:ìy seem an odd selection, but it was

chosen so that one c¡æle of current contains exacdy 2" sample points, which is a lvhthCAD

requirement for using rhe inherent FFT algorithrn The phæe c:urîenls iA(t), i{t) and dt) are

calculated in the Fortn¡ program using ân exacr solution. That is, each is given by the dme

domain differential equadon:

9',t



ox( t) = R' i x( t ) + r' 4zl!)

The phase currents are sho¡pn below in Figure 4- 13 æ ploaed in lvfathCAD:

(4-r)
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Figure 4-13: 3-Phæe,9-Iævel, Diode-Clamped Converrer Load G¡rrents (One g.L) .t
Output byMathCAD

The harmonic magnitude specrrÌrm for the load w$ent i,4(t) is shown in Figure 4-14 and

detailed in Table 4- 1, as calculated by lvIathCAD. Since this is a balanced s¡nten¡ the

harmonic spectrum lor i{t) ard idt) are idenacd.to ùw of. iu(t).



Figure 4- 14: 3-Phæe, 9-Iævel, Diode-damped Convercer l¡ad Grrent lhrmonic Magnitude

Spectrum[kA]
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Table 4-1: 3-Phæe,9-Level, Diode-Clamped Convener l-oad Grrent thrmonic I4agnitudes



In tlreory for a balanced spterr¡ all harmonics in the load phase currents r^(t), ¡lt) and tdt)

should be neutralized (except triplen harmonics, which are additive) at the common point.

The neutral current spectrum would then consist only of triplen harmonics, whose magnitudes

are exacdy three times that given in each individual phæe. The Fonran program is used ro

calculate the neutral current lrly' as well bysimplytaking the sum of the three phæe currenrs:

i*(t)=i^¡¿1*¡r(t)+i"(t) (4-2)

The neutral current is shown below in Figure 4- 15, ploued bylvhthCAD:

f ¡N,

-0,0t

-0,02

-0.03

0.084 0,086 0_088 0.09 0,092

08lll3 Ál,t

0,091 0.096 0.098

Figwe 4- 15: 3-Phæe, 9-l-evel, Diode-Oamped Convener Neutr¿l G.rrent (One eæle) as

Output bylvhthCAD

The harmonic magninrde specrrum for the neutral oulrrcnt ilt) is shown in Figure 4-16 and

detailed in Table 42.
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Figure 4-16: 3-Phæe, 9-Iævel, Diode-damped Convener Neutral Grrent FLrmonic

lvhgnitude Spectrum lkd

Table 4-2: 3-Phæe, 9-Iævel, Diode-Oamped C¡nvener Neutral Grrent Fürmonic

Magnirudes

4- 3- 2: C.ontrd SytemDøcrþtion

In Figure 3-27, a 3-phæe, SHPTWM waveform þn = 9, n¿ : 0.8, 
"f 

: 21) is illustraæd. This

exact waveform is used here to control the tiree separare phase legs of tÏe 9-level convener

ilhutnted in Figr.re 4- 10. For the results presented in this test, borh the interpolated conrrols
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0.92
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21.

27
33

39
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and the electrical slstem are constructed, generated and simulaæd in PSCAD using the

EMTDC electromagnetic tra¡sients prograrrl

The SHP\X&Í control sptem corsists of two m¿in secrions: Generation of the SHP\WM

waveform and conversion of this waveform into a proper firing puJse anay f.or a 9-level,

diode-clamped converter. For the puqposes of this test, the sptem does nor include feedback

conrol, and so both the P\XÀII carrier sþnajs and the modulating waveforms are bæed on the

output of a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VOO). For more information on the inner

workings of the Multi.Iævel SHPrMr4 \laveform Generator and the Firing Pulse Generaton,

see Sections 3-6 and 3-7.

,, ;,;lË;*I F"',

tø

3.Ph¿se,9.Iêwl
rpB Olode.Crampèd

drB

!rl
Ci¡

Ftgxe 4-17: 3-Phæe,9-lævel SHP\(4vf C¡ntrol Sptem æ Appears in PSCAD/EMIDC

4 3- 3: Tøt Rau4ts

Armed with the MathCAD results (in Table 4-2) æ a bæe reference, a set of simulatiors is

performed, using the s¡ætem developed in PSCAD/EMTDC, to srudy the effects of

interpolation on tÏe neutral curent when thï:imularion time step is varied, All tests in this



section involve fully interyolated signals onl¡ æ it is quite difficult to produce meaningful

resuls for this s;stem when inteqpolation is tumed off at larger time steps. The absence of

intelpolation et these time steps car¡ses switching imbalance berween phases, resuldng in the

presence of even and inter-harmonics in tJre neutnl cr¡rrent hamonic spectrunr. These tess

focus irstead on the reduced dependence on rime step v¡hen all sptem switchings are fully

inte¡polated.

The results from the set of simulations a¡e shown below in Table 4-3 and Figures +I9,4-lg,

and 4-20, summarizing the effects of a varying time step on the converter neutral crirïent. The

test simulations range smrting with a dme step of 7.0 ¡zs, and continue on through to Zj lß,

q'here the simulation begins to dive¡ge from the reference.

Following each simulation run, the magnitude of each triplen harmonic is logged in Table 4-3

and the difference berween this panicular simulation in PSCAD/EMTDC and the MathCAD

base results are shown in Figure 4-18. In addition, the presence of non-triplen harmonics in

the neutral is monitored by means of a percent ratio of total RN4S neutral cwïent to the total

RI\rLS current conffibuted by non-triplen harmonics. This quantiuy was monitored in

PSCAD/EMIDC acconCing to the equarion:

(4-Ð

The results Íor Ratio,¡, @quation 4-3) f¡om PSCAD,/EMTDC are shown in Figure 4-19 Íor dl

time steps.

lr ¿¿ \
Ratior¡,=l - .I¡, l.rcoa ,t*ntt+3,9,1i,21,...

\r,v ¡-z )
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Table 43: 3-Phæe,9-lævel, Diode-damped Converrer Neurral Grrent Triplen llarmonic

lvbgnirudes ar Vârious Time Steps
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Figure 4-18: Neutral Grrent Triplen FI¿rmonic Magnitude D.ifferences fromBæe values at

Increæing Time Steps
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Figure 4- 19: Total C-ontribution to Rlvß Neutral Onent byNon-Triplen Flarmonics at

Increasing Time Steps

Figure 4-20 beloq' illustrates rhe difference between the neural cunenr i^(t) .u'u.úated at 1 ¡s

and 25 ¡a.
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Figtire 4-20: Converær Neutral Grrent: Blach @ 1 ¡rs and Grey@ 25 ¡rs



The tests above show relatively minor decreæes in acc'rac¡ along with a minor increase in

non-triplen harmonic contribution in rhe neutr¿i current with increæing time step. It is

obvious from these resuln that a fully inte¡polated solution can contribure to mainøining

stabi.lity and âccurecy over a limited range of time steps. This can be very heþful when

simuladon speed is imponant. Increasing the time step from 1.0 ¡s to 25 ps f.or example,

decreases the total simulation time by25 times, s'ith minimal effects on the solution accuracy

(see Figure 4-20).



Chapter 5

@NCLTISIONS

This thesis begirs with a comprehensive review of prior work in the topic of error correction

in Dommel bæed [1], discrete timestep tra¡sient simulation algorithms, Some numerical

problems were experienced soon after is inception, mosdy due to the discrere nature of the

solution - especially when discontinuities were encounrered. The mosr imponant of these, a

numerical phenomenon referred to æ chamer, is presenæd and sevenl published methods of

dealing with this problem are discussed. Either through the damping or complete removal of

chatter in tnpeznidd, bæed solutioru, or by the enhancemenr of solution accuracy during

discontinuities, the need for such methods is apparent, and is clearly oudined.

Although a few methods for error coffection are discussed such æ, Éapezoidal rule wfuh

damping and critical damping adjustment, the linear interpolation method, fi¡sr introduced in

[3] and later extended in [6], is shown to have t]re abiliuy to address both the chauer issue and

to provide enha¡cement of solution accurâcy. Linearly interpolating the solution at

discontinuous points ensure¡ that any change in s¡ætem parameten are dealt v¡ith as they occur

- not at the nexr time step. The advanrage of the inte¡polation process is that it may be used

concurrendyto remove the cha$er problems æ well.

Although most progr¿nrs include an inteqpolation algorithm inherend¡ it hæ not been

previousþ available for use directly by control s¡ætem fi.rnction libraries provided by the

progrå''l This thesis malas the orþinal contribution of a fully interpolated, modular library of
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control components ideally suited for power electronic applications. The incorporation of

interpolation into sevenl t¡.pes of basic control fu¡rctiors are discussed in Ctrapter 2.

However, other devices have also been added to this library, such æ:

Logic Gates

Hpteresis Buffer

Integrator

Flip Flops

Delay Timen (Àtlonostable)

rù(/avef orm Generators

Along with the many control furctions presented, this thesis also provides interpolation

related solwio¡u for some prâctical modeling problems. In panicular, an exâmple of how

linear interpolation can be used to heþ deal with the comparison of discrete time step sþna.ls,

especially near the sþnal bourdaries. Also, it is shown how interpolation can improve the

accuracy and stab.ility of analog control devices that accepting a logical input signal. All in all,

the benefia of linear interpolation in all instances are clearlyillustrated.

Two separate, power electronic s)6tenrs are also corstructed and simulated usmC the

PSCAD/EMTDC electromagnetic transient sofrwa¡e: The fint, a 6-pulse invercer feeding a

delta-connected RLC load was shown to provide almost identical resuls between using a non-

intelpolated control spæm at a time step of 5 ¡rs, and an interpolated conuol slstem et 50 Fs.

This test alone demorutr¿tes â simulâtion speed improvement of 10 times, without

compromising solution integrity. The second, larger s;rtem involves a 9-level, diode clamped



muld-levei inverter, where the control system is comprised of the advanced components

discussed in Chapter 3. This inverter was set to feed a Y-corurected RL load, whe¡e the neutral

curîent is monitored for a varying dme step. In this cæe, it was next to impossible to provide

a non-interpolated solution, æ the neutral current becâme riddled wfth inter and non-

char¿cteristic harmonics. The resulting frequency spectrum wæ much too l¡ristâble for a¡y

meaningful readings, and so only a fully interpolated control s;rtem is used. Instead, the

simulation time step is discretely varied from 1 ¡-rs to 75 ps, and the changes in soludon

accr¡racy are monitored.

The introduction of a fully inteqpolated libnry of bæic control functiors will serve to heþ

unlock the full potential of the interyolation aþorithrns already existing in most programs.

This thesis clearly demonstntes thet in all examples, an enhancement of either simulation

speed, accuracy or both is always apparent when both the control and electrical æpects of the

sptem being simulated are fully interpolated.

5- 1; Future tù/or{<

Some of the advancements and concepts presented in this thesis are already implemented in

the PSCAD/Eì'ffDC tra¡sient simulation prograrr\ end will be commercially available in a

furure upgrade. However, the list of inte¡polated devices presented here is by no means en

exhaustive one. There are many bæic control functiors, both analog and logical, tlat have not

)æ¡ been considered. For example, many control function libraries in tra¡sient simulation

progr¿ms, contein severel ânalog devices that model qpical Iaplace (s-domain) functioru, such

æ s, Il(s + a) , s l(s + a) , etc. These functions are normally approximated by their time



domain equivalent expression, end so can therefore be similarly modified for interpolated

input as discussed in Section 2-8 for the integrator (Le. 1/s). Other non-smndard fi¡nctiors,

such as XY tra¡sforms and look-up tables, which normallyvarytheir ouçut according to v,rhat

range the input sþnal is wfthin, use piecewise linear segments to represent their operating

ranges. These functions can be modified to provide inte¡polation information when pæsing

bemeen piecewise linear operating segments.

Of course, there are a.lso endless deveþment possibilities in the domain of pulse width

modulation in power electronic c.ircuits. The devices outlined in Sectiors 3-6 and 3-7 are jt:s't

the beginning when it comes to this topic. The SHP\X4r4 waveform generãtor presently

outputs only 9-level waveforms, plus only allows for a single t¡pe of multi-level P\WI signal.

There are many other q,pes of Pì(¡lvI, such as SFOP\¡íft{ (Switching Frequency Optinul

P'WN{) and space vector techniques t}rat still have not been addressed. The firing pulse

generator component presendy outputs firing pulses for a diode-clamped qpe converter.

Modifications could be made to suppoft other q.pes such as cæcade and flying capacitor

conveftefs.
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